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ABSTRACT 

This dissertation is a study in primate evolution 

using the technology and data of cytogenetics and integra

ting these with the disciplines of evolutionary theory and 

physical anthropology. The purpose of this investigation is 

to gain new insights into certain aspects of primate biology 

and evolution. 

First, the literature on hominoid cytogenetics is 

reviewed and evaluated. It is suggested that there are sig

nificant deficiencies in the ways in which chromosomal data 

have tended to be used with regard to primate evolution. 

Next, the literature data on primate chromosomes is 

considered and an attempt is made to demonstrate that the 

most robust chromosomal data support an orthodox phylogeny 

of the Hominoidea. Heterodox phylogenies which have been 

suggested on the basis of chromosomal data are not well 

supported. 

The third chapter is a description of the methodo

logy of the present investigation into primate cytogenetics, 

an inquiry into intra-specific variation in karyotypes of 

the cornmon chimpanzee. Blood cultures were obtained and 

cultivated on 25 chimpanzees constituting the largest sample 

of chimpanzees in a single cytogenetic study. These were 

xii 
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studied by the techniques of G-banding, C-banding and nucleo-

lar organizer (Ag-NOR) staining. 

No inversions, translocations, fissions or fusions 

were detected in this sample. However, several variations 

of the constitutive heterochromatin and nucleolar organizers 

were noted. 

One individual had a chromosome 22 which appeared to 

lack the heterochromatic short arm and satellite entirely. 

This was not seen in any other subject. The most common 

variants were those in which the amount of telomeric hetero-

chromatin differed significantly between the two homologous 

chromosomes. One such variant for chromosome 19 was found 

in 8 individuals. 

Two of the common chimpanzees were seen to have a 

chromosome 23 with a large, heterochromatic short arm 

although this feature has been reported only for the pygmy 

chimpanzee. To compare the observable range of variation 

in the common chimpanzee with its sister group, fibroblast 

cultures were obtained on three pygmy chimpanzees. Some of 
• 

the cytotaxonomic distinctions between the two chimpanzee 

species are called into question. 

Three main conclusions are drawn from this work. 

First, the most common kinds of variations are nucleolar 

organizer and C-band heteromorphisms, as with the chimpan-

zee's close relative Homo sapiens. Second, inversions 
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and translocations, which seem to be very common among 

gibbons but not among macaques/baboons, are not common in 

chimpanzees. This is in accordance with the hypothesis that 

such structural chromosomal diversity is a property of the 

social structure of the species rather than a property of 

the clade to which the species belongs. Third, there is 

some overlap between Pan paniscus and Pan troglodytes for 

characters which have been thought to be cytotaxonomically 

distinctive of each species. 



CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

Physical Anthropology and Primate Cytogenetics 

The first question I wish to discuss in this work is 

the most fundamental: In what sense is a work on primate 

cytogenetics physical anthropology? Indeed, if we define the 

domain of physical anthropology as lIhuman variation and evolu

tion", the present work will clearly not fall within that 

domain. 

However, it is far from clear that physical anthro

pology is limited to the study of humans. Such a proposition 

would be logically impossible, for the evolution of a species 

cannot be studied without recourse to other. species , whether 

they are sister species or ancestral species. The purview 

of physical anthropology can thus hardly be limited to the 

biology of a single species, but must de facto be the biology 

of Homo sapiens and its close relatives. The designation of 

"close relatives" is necessarily somewhat arbitrary; it is 

however, most convenient to consider the entire order Pri

mates as the "close relatives" of humankind. This ordinal 

taxon is most useful as it is a monophyletic assemblage whose 

members share a common fundamental Bauplan - presumably an 

I 
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adaptation either to arboreal life or to visual predation 

(Cartmill, 1974). 

We are consequently obliged to delimit the discipline 

in accordance with the insights of Buettner-Janusch (1973:2) 

The central theme of physical anthropology is the elu
cidation of the evolution of the order Primates. At 
one time it was fashionable to restrict physical 
anthropology to a single member of the order Primates, 
namely, Homo sapiens'. I think this was a mistake, 
for physical anthropology is the study of the whole 
order Primates. Al thoug·h this seems a truism to me, 
it is a truism not suffici,ently clear to many physi
cal anthropologists. 

This is the only way physical anthropology can be conceived, 

if the claim of its practitioners to be interested in "evolu-, 

tion" is to have credibility. Limited to studying the biology 

of humans, we can as physical anthropologists have little 

justification for claiming evolution as a province in any but 

the most trivial of senses. 

Accepting, then, that evolution is a major focus of 

physical anthropology, and that the evolution of primates is 

the scope of the discipline, a paradox emerges. The disci-

pline of physical anthropology encompasses primate evolution 

as a major focus, yet many workers on the question of primate 

evolution are not, in a technical and professional sense, 

physical anthropologists. They may be biochemists, paleonto-

logists, anatomists, ethologists, or geneticistsi and certain-

ly there have been highly significant contributions made for 

physical anthropology by A.C. Wilson (Sarich and Wilson, 1967; 

King and Wilson, 1975), G.G. Simpson (1949; 1953; 1981), 



A.C. Walker (1981; Walker and Leakey, 1978), T. Clutton-

Brock (e.g., Clutton-Brock and Harvey, 1977) or T.G. 

Dobzhansky (1961; Dobzhansky and Montagu, 1947). 

This interaction between physical anthropology and 

evolutionary biology is a logical outgrowth of the direction 

charted by Sherwood Washburn (1951) as "The New Physical 

Anthropology." Washburn had attempted to re~ocus the disci

pline through the incorporation of theory anq methodology 

from evolutionary biology. This had the eff~ct of promoting 

3 

a vigorous interaction between the two field~', but this inter-

action was decidedly non-reciprocal. That is:, while evolu-

tionary biologists had much to contribute to physical 

anthropology, thus greatly enriching the lat~er, physical 

anthropologists'by and large did not attempt to contribute to 

evolutionary biology, though conceivably evolutionary biology 

could have been enriched by their participation. Such a non-

reciprocal relationship was recognized and criticized by the 

geneticist J.B.S. Haldane in the 1956 Huxley Memorial Lec-

ture before the Royal Anthropological Institute: 
• 

I have doubtless displayed my ignorance of anthro
pology. But the sciences are becoming specialized, 
and it is of immense importance for their healthy 
development that contact should be preserved between 
them. The price of such contact is a measure of 
inaccuracy and superficiality. But the cost of 
avoiding it is even more serious .... I- should like 
to see professional anthropologists trepassing on 
the fields of other sciences, and particularly, 
perhaps I on the s.tudy of animal behaviour. If I 
have irritated some of my audience into such a 
counter-attack this lecture will have been justi
fied. 



That physical anthropologists have generally not 

responded to Haldane's challenge remains, I bel~eve, to our 

discredit. Indeed, it is, tempting to speculate. upon how the 

controversy which surrounded Sociobiology (Wilson, 1975) 

4 

would have developed if phys,ical anthropologists had followed 

Haldane's advice and participated in the ethological "new 

synthesis." Nevertheless, the problem Haldane articulated 

remains: the flow of theory and methodology between physi

cal anthropology and evolutionary biology ,has been largely 

uni-directional. In order to achieve a measure of credibility 

within the latter field, physical anthropologists will have to 

reverse that relationship. 

The present work is an attempt to alter the course of 

information flow between the disciplines by using evolution

ary theory as a bridge between physical anthropology and com

parative cytogenetics. The study of chromosome morphology 

across primate species is certainly within the scope of phy

sical anthropology; yet the research has been done almost 

exclusively extraneous to physical anthropology. The only 

major exception is the work of Buettner-Janusch (e.g., 

Buettner-Janusch and Hamilton, 1979) on lemur chromosomes. 

The field of primate cytogenetics is, however, one in which 

physical anthropologists can and should be making signifi

cant contributions - for the data on primate chromosomes can 

only be interpreted properly within the general framework of 

primate 'biology. 



The goals of the present work are as follows: 

1. To assess the state of primate cytogenetics (for a 

thorough review of the literature of hominoid cytogenetics, 

see Marks, 1983). 

2. To assess the nature and extent of within-species 

variation in a sample of 25 chimpanzees. 

3. To use these data to frame new hypotheses to guide 

the study of primate chromosomes. 

Primate Evolution and Pr'imateCytogene'tics 

Charles Darwin (1859:488) wrote probably the most 

controversial sentence in western literature: "Light will be 

thrown on the origin of man and his history." Yet the only 

light Darwin and his contemporaries would be able to throw 

upon the relations of man emanated from the grossest pheno

typic levels - anatomy (Huxley, 1863: Haeckel, 1866; Darwin, 

1871) and behavior (Darwin, 1872). 

In the 125 years which have elapsed since The Origin 

of Species, the study of the systematic relationships among 

anthropoid primates has enlarged to permit comparisons at 

other levels of biological organization (Nuttall and 

Dinkelspiel, 1901a, 1901b; von Krogh, 1937: Boyden, 1952; 

Goodman, 1963; Sarich and Wilson, 1967; Kohne et al., 1971; 

Goodman and Cronin, 1982). King and Wilson (1975) dichoto

mized the molecular level against the organisma~ level of 

evolution I although each of these two levels has, a plural 

5 
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nature. That is to say, nucleotide substitutions in DNA and 

amino acid substitutions in proteins are different (though, 

of course, related) phenomena, but both are considered 

"molecular." 

Each of these levels has its own properties, modes 

of change, advantages and disadvantages. For example, at the 

highest levels of evolutionary comparison, structures are 

responsive to mode of life (i.e., adaptation), as well as to 

historical and architectural constraints on their appear

ances (Seilacher, 1973; Gould and Lewontin, 1979). These 

structures may also change at radically different rates, both 

across characters and across taxa (Simpson, 1944; 1953). 

Thus, as phenotypic products of genetic, developmental and 

environmental origin, anatomical characters may frequently be 

difficult to analyze phylogenetically. Based on such char

acters, Sonntag (1924) argued that chimpanzee and gorilla were 

closest relatives (i.e., sister groups); yet Elliot Smith 

(1924) could argue for gorilla and human, and Weinert (1932) 

could argue for chimpanzee and human. 

On the other hand, comparisons at levels close to the 

genetic material (e.g., nucleotide sequences, immunological 

properties) suggest rates of change uncorrelated with anatomi

cal rates (King and Wilson, 1975; Byles, 1976; Wilson et al., 

1977), and of a less "adaptive" nature (Kimura, 1965; King and 

Jukes, 1969; Jukes, 1981). These data-are readily quantified, 

but usually yield information of a non-phylogenetic nature. 
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For example, the excellent and copious data on the immuno

logical relationships of primates consist not of ancestral

versus-derived characters, but rather of distances. These 

quantitative data are generally incapable of recolving fine

scale phylogenetic branching sequences and usually require 

the assumption of nearly constant rates of change to draw 

phylogenetic conclusions (Kirsch, 1969; but see Goodman et 

al., 1976 for some contrary views). Consequently; Homo-Pan

Gorilla is left as a trichotomy, being biochemically indis

tinguishable (Sarich and Wilson, 1967; Andrews and Cronin, 

1981; but see Templeton, 1983 for an attempt to resolve the 

trichotomy with a computer analys.is of mitochondrial DNA 

evolution) . 

Another analytic level became widely accessible with 

the emergence of chromosomal banding techniques in the 1970s: 

the level of the super-structural organization of the genome. 

The information obtained here is for the most part qualita

tive and phylogenetic. It involves specific characters which 

may be designated as ancestral or derived; thus, it generates 

information concerning sister taxa, regardless of the rates 

of evolution in the group (Marks, 1982). These characters 

are apparently not responsive to the organismal environment, 

and are consequently "seen to have evolved according to rules 

of their own not clearly related to any properties of the 

organisms whose heredity they ~areJ supposed to be carrying" 

(Darlington, 1978:447). 



A wealth of data on the relationships within the 

order Primates is to be gained, therefore, by studying the 

chromosomes of various primate species. Indeed, several 

major works on the subject have already been published 

(Miller, 1977~ de Grouchy et al., 1978~ Dutrillaux, 1979~ 

Seuanez, 1979). However, just as there are difficulties in 

interpreting the data from other analytical levels, there 

exist several important technical and philosophical problems 

which need to be addressed and resolved before these cyto

genetic data can be used to their fullest capacities in phy

sical anthropology. These problems are: 

1. The resolution of chromosomal features and replica

bility of observations, which includes controlling for 

sources of variability among karyotypes. 
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2. The lack of synthesis of chromosomal change into gen

eral evolutionary thought. 

3. Typological thought in comparative primate cyto

genetics. 

4. The cryptic nature of certain cytogenetic processes 

such as the loss of a DNA satellite fraction, or the spread 

of heterochromatin. 

5. Unaided induction in primate evolutionary cytogene

tics, which includes the rejection or lack of interest in 

nearly all previous work on primate relationships. 

These problems will form the foci of the critique of primate 

cytogenetics which follows I and the recognition and 
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transceridenc~ of these problems will permit synergistic 

advance in the field. 

The Nature of Cy"togenetic Data: Historical Overview 

The chromosomes were widely recognized as the bearers 

of the genetic information by the first decade of the twen-

tieth century, through the efforts of such pioneering biolo-

gists as Flemming (1882), Roux (1883), Rabl (1885), Weismann 

(1885), Sutton (1902) I Wilson (1902), Boveri (1904), and 

Heider (1906; see Stubbe, 1972; Mayr, 1982). By the same 

time, it had become accepted that the number and morphology 

of chromosomes were roughly uniform among individuals of the 

same species, and that individuals belonging to separate but 

related species were likely to differ in their chromosomes. 

Thus, E.B. Wilson could write: "The remarkable fact has now 

been established with high probability that every species of 

plant or animal has ~ fixed and characteristic number of 

chromosomes, which regularly recurs in the division of all 

cells; and in all forms arising by sexual reproduction the 

number is even" (Wilson, 1900:67, emphasis in original). It 

remained for Sturtevant and Dobzhansky (1936) to pioneer the 

use of chromosomal data as the basis for a phylogenetic tree 

in Drosophila. 

A dichotomy soon emerged in cytogenetics, however, 

The discovery of polytene chromosomes in Chirono!mus 

(Balbiani, 1881) revealed an intricate pattern of chromosomal 
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bands. A similar finding was made by Painter (1933) in 

Drosophila, where it has been assiduously studied ever since. 

On the other hand, the chromosomes of mammals seemed to have 

no corresponding degree of detail. They appeared first as 

nearly indistinguishable cellular clusters, and as techniques 

of cell culture developed, as well-defined silhouettes. Con

sequently, as late as the 1960s., the only comparative state

ments which could be made about primate chromosomes involved 

the number of chromosomes and the positions of their cen

tromeres (Chu and Giles, 1957; Bender and Mettler, 1958: Chu 

and Bender, 1961: 1962: Hamerton et al., 1961: Chiarelli, 1961; 

1962: Bender and Chu, 1963: Hamerton et al., 1963; Klinger et 

al., 1963: Egozcue and Chiarelli, 1967; Ruffie et al., 1970). 

The evolutionary synthesis of the 1930s and 40s all 

but passed the field of mammalian cytogenetics by, ironically 

spearheaded by a Drosophila cytogeneticist (Dobzhansky, 1937). 

The synthetic theory of evolution which emerged at this time 

does not contain a component of chromosomal change, because 

it emerged from systematics and population genetics (Mayr, 

1942: Huxley, 1942: Simpson, 1944), and the cytology of this 

period was unaffected by the evolutionary synthesis (e.g., 

Makino, 1951: Matthey, 1932; 1945). Two attempts were made 

peripherally to the synthesis to add a component of cytogene

tics to evolutionary theory. The first was Richard 

Goldschmidt's The Material Basis of Evolution ·(1940), a radi

cal work which was virtually rejected out of hand 
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(Dobzhansky, 1941: Wright, 1941; Mayr, 1942: Simpson, 1944), 

but is currently enjoying a renaissance (Hopson and Schopf, 

1982). The second attempt, less controversial, but equally 

unsuccessful, was M.J.D. White's Animal Cytology and 

Evolution (1945). This prescient work unfortunately had 

little impact in the field of evolutionary biology, the sub-

ject matter being widely deemed too esoteric at the time 

(G.G. Simpson, personal communication) . 

The human diploid number had been estimated by sever-

al workers between 1890 and 1920. Wilson (1900:67) wrote that 

the human diploid number "is said to be 16," but that 

"Flemming believes the number •.. to be considerably greater." 

The most common reports before 1920 were 2n=24, with the nota-

ble exception of Hans von Winiwarter (1912), who proposed the 

figures 2n=47 for males and 2n=48 for females. Other inves-

tigators later reported similar results (Hungerford, 1978: 

Hsu, 1978; Mai, 1979). Theophilus S. Painter made careful 

observations of human cells and concluded (1921:503-504): 

... that the diploid number of chromosomes for man is 
very close to the number (47) given by Winiwarter. 
In my own material the counts range from 45 to 48 
apparent chromosomes, although in the clearest equa
torial plates so far studied only 46 chromosomes have 
been found. Before a final conclusion is made on the 
exact number it is desired to make a careful study of 
a large number of division plates .... With the X-y 
type of sex-chromosome we may expect an even number, 
that is, either 46 or 48. 

Shortly thereafter, he decided upon 2n=48 (Painter, 1923). 
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Painter was the leading cytogeneticist of his era. 

Influenced by this. count of 2n=48 for humans, Painter (1924; 

1925) s.oon reported the chromosomes of Macacus rhesus 

(=Macaca mulatta) to be 2n=48i and Yeager et al. (1940) re-

ported the chromosomes of the chimpanzee to be 2n=48 as well. 

It may be instructive at this point to note that these data 

were being published with considerably greater confidence 

than they merited. Hsu (1978:10) related his impression 

upon re-examining Painter's preparations of human cells: 

" ... I failed to make any sense of the twisted, crowded, 

stacked chromosomes. It's amazing that he even came close!" 

Further, of the three primate genera believed in 1940 to have 

4B chromosomes I only Pan actually does have that number - Homo 

has 2n=46 and Macaca has 2n=42. Nevertheless, the count of 

2n=48 for humans was not questioned for over three decades as 

a result of Painter's 1923 pronouncement. Indeed, this value 

was confirmed by the reports of Hsu (1952) and Darlington and 

Haque (1955), as well as by other investigators. 

In 1956, however, Tjio and Levan reported that 46, 

not 48, was the modal number of chromosomes in a human diploid 

cell. This was supported by the meiotic studies of Ford and 

Hamerton (1956). In light of this new development, Young et 

al. (1960) re-analyzed the karyotype of the chimpanzee and 

summarized the state of the art of comparative hominoid cyto

genetics: 



No evolutionary signiiicance can yet be attributed 
to the difference in chromosome number between man 
C2n=4 6) and the chimpanzee (2n=48). Knowledge of 
the significance of the chromosome number of the 
chimpanzee in terms of primate evolution is depen
dent, among other things, on a detailed analysis 
of the karyotypes as well as upon the chromosome 
numbers and karyotype analyses. of the other 
anthropoid apes. 
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Conferences were held in Denver (1960), London (1963), 

and Chicago (1966) in attempts to standardize the human karyo-

type by ar.ranging it according to chromosome size, relative 

arm-length, and time of replication. Although the latter 

comparison was made between the human and chimpanzee karyo-

types (Low and Bernirschke, 1969), it was of limited value 

because of the uncertainties of the inter-generic homologies. 

The breakthrouqh came in 1970-71 with the develop-

ment of chromosomal banding techniques. These permitted the 

rapid and unambigous identification of each chromosome in a 

karyotype and. revealed some detail of the structure of the 

chromosome. Each chromosome is found to have a distinctive 

pattern of longitudinal striations. The major banding pat

terns are Q-bands (Caspersson et al., 1970), C-bands (Arrighi 

and Hsu, 1971), G-bands (Seabright, 1971i Sumner et al., 

1971), and R-bands (Dutrillaux and Lejeune, 1971). C-banding 

reveals qualitatively different patterns than do Q-, G-, and 

R-banding, yet the latter three patterns have their own indi-

viduality. In human, Q-banding stains the distal part of Yq 

and the satellites on the acrocentrics very strongly and is 

useful for studying polymorphisms of these regions. G-banding 
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is the simplest procedure and requires only a light micro

scope as opposed to the fluorescent microscope required in 

Q-banding. It also will not reveal the satellite polymor

phisms as clearly. R-banding is the "reverse ll of G-banding 

(i.e., what is light with G-bandi~g is dark with R-banding) , 

and thus yields the same information. However, the telomeres 

of human chromosomes stain dully with G-banding; consequently, 

R-banding reveals phenomena involving the tips of human chro

mosomes with greater clarity. On the other hand, in humans, 

C-banding stains only the centromeric regions of each chromo

some as well as distinctive areas of lq, 9q, l6q and Yq. 

The question of the nature and etiology of these chro

mosomal bands is certainly an interesting one (cf. Comings, 

1978), but for the present purposes irrelevant. As empiri

cally stable genetic, phylogenetic, and taxonomic markers, 

banded chromosomes are valuable for precisely those-reasons, 

irrespective of their exact nature. What little is known of 

the formation of banding patterns suggests that: 

1. G-bands are the result of an interruption of the DNA

protein matrix, allowing areas rich in adenine-thymine base 

pairs to absorb DNA-specific dyes. 

2. C-bands reflect zones of concentration of highly

repetitive (i.e., satellite) DNAs. 

3. The staining pattern of a chromosome is grossly re

lated to its base sequence, as restriction endonucleases may 

alter the band pattern significantly (Miller et al., 1983). 
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In spite of the gross correlation between nucleotide 

sequence and band patte.rn, it would be naive to infer that 

the former "determines" the latter. On the contrary, it is 

clear that any particular change in nucleotides (i.e., in the 

molecular or genic structure) will probably not be detectable 

in the light microscope (~.e., cytologically). Conversely, 

a change in the band pattern (for example, heterochromatiza

tion) need not reflect any change in nucleotide sequence, as 

it may be the result of differential contraction of chromatin 

- that is, a "higher-order" process. Further, since genes 

represent only a tiny fraction of the genome (Bodmer, 1981; 

O~no, 1982), any chromosomal alteration need not, indeed 

probably would not, affect either the structure or regula

tion of any gene. Thus, a banded chromosome is best conceived 

as a member of a hierarchy: an emergent level of genomic 

organization existing above the nucleotide and gene, possess

ing its own structural integrity and evolutionary modes and 

rates (Harks, 1983b). 

An alternative view, however, is presented in a 

recent paper by Goldman et ale (1984), in which dark and light 

Giemsa bands are suggested to differ because they contain dif

ferent genomes. Light bands are suggested to contain genes 

which are transcriptionally active in all cells, and dark 

bands contain tissue-specific genes. The evolutionary 

implications of this hypothesis for comparative cytoge.netics 

are not yet clear. 
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Chromosome Compa:risonsof Humans and Chimpanzes 

Using the new banding technology, several groups of 

investigators attempted to compare the chimpanzee and human 

karyotypes between 1972 and 1980. In fact, there have been 

seven different studies: de Grouchy et al., 1972; Bobrow and 

Madan, 1973; Egozcue et al. ,1973; Lejeune et al., 1973; Lin 

et al., 1980. With the exception of Lin et al. (1973), all 

these studies reveal a high degree of resemblance between 

nearly every human chromosome and a counterpart in the chim

panzee karyotype. The exceptional study, a Q-band analysis 

(which had the largest sample of chimpanzees), is difficult 

to account for without invoking gross misalignment of the 

chromosomes. Of the other studies~ de Grouchy et al. (1972) 

studied R-bands; Bobrow and Madan (1973) used C-banding, 

G-banding, and Giemsa-ll banding; Egozcue et al. (1973) used 

R-banding and Q-banding; Warburton et al. (1973) used Q

banding and G-banding; and Yunis et al. (1980) used "high

resolution" G-banding. 

It should be pointed out that although seven groups 

have explicitly tried eto compare chimpanzee and human chromo

somes, this is probably not the most informative comparison. 

Since the chimpanzee and gorilla are most likely sister groups, 

a more informative comparison would be to compare .the karyo

types of these two genera and to use the human as an out

group to determine the evolutionary polarity of the observed 

differences. The research design inherent in the comparison 
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of human and· chimpanzee chromosomes: will fail to distinguish 

between characters of Pan and characters of the Pan-Gorilla 

clade. 

There is, in fact, no published report which performs 

the explicit and simple s.tudy just described (but see reviews 

by Turleau et al., 1972; de Grouchy et al., 1973: and Stanyon 

and Chiarelli, 1982 for admirable implicit comparisons of 

this nature). 

A comparison of the results obtained by these various 

studies of the human and chimpanzee karyotypes is presented 

in Table 1. Note that the comparisons do not give evolution

ary polarity to the differences between the chromosomes. Such 

polarity is not given in the original papers, and (by virtue 

of the prbblems in research design discussed above) would be 

impossible to infer. Nevertheless, a broad baseline of simi

larity between the karyotypes of Homo and Pan is obvious from 

Table 1. However, there is a surprisingly low level of repro

ducibility (i.e., inter-observer consistency) in the details 

of the comparisons (cf. Turleau and de Grouchy, 1973). This 

should seem innocuous enough at face value; however, it has 

important consequences for the evaluation of heterodox phylo

genies based solely upon chromosomal data. These consequences 

will be discussed in Chapter 2. 

Early comparisons of unbanded karyotypes had suggested 

that because of the difference in chromosome number, Homo 

(2n=46) would have a single chromosome pair equivalent to two 



Table 1. Comparisons of the Karyotypes of Homo and Pan -
Primary References 

Key: (a) de Grouchy et al., 19~2 
(b) Bobrow and Madan, 1973 
(c) Egozcue et al., 1973 
(d) Lejeune et al., 1973 
(e) Lin et al., 1973 
(f) Warburton et al., 1973 
(g) Yunis et al., 1980 
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Chromosomes are numbered 
tion (1978) in which the 
number of the homolog in 

according to the St?ckholm 
Roman numberal corrilisponds 
the human karyotype.~ 

Conven
to the 

i 

CHROMOSOME SIMI.LARITY 

I No observed difference (e) 
Identical, except for submetacen"t:ric 

heterochromatin in Homo (a,d) 
Identical, except for pericentric inversion (c) 
Identical, except for heteroChrOTIllatin and 

inversion (b,g) 
Identical, except for heterochromatin (Homo) and 

terminal band (Pan) (f). 

II Fusion 12-13 to form Homo 2 (d,g) 
Fusion 17-13 to form Homo 2 (f) 
Complex Robertsonian translocation (a) 
"Not convinced" of fusion, possibly trans-

location (b) 
Fusion or Robertsonian translocation, and 

inversion (c) 
No observed similarity (e). 

III No observed difference (a,b,c,d,f,g) 
Identical, except Pan lacks band on proximal 

q-arm (e). 

IV Pericentric inversion (a,b,c,d,f,g) 
No observed similarity (e). 

V Pericentric inversion (a,b,c,d,f,g) 
No observed similarity (e). . 

VI No observed difference (a,b,c,e) 
Identical, but longer in Pan (f) 
IdenticaL except for terminal band in Pan (d,g). 



Table l.--Continued 

CHROMOSOME SIMILARITY 

VII No observed difference (a,b,c,e) 
Identical, except for terminal band in Pan (f) 
Identical, except .for additional band at Pan 

Vllq31 (g) 
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Identical, except for terminal band and additional 
band at p'an Vllpll-centromere (d). 

VIII No observed difference (a,b,c,e) 
Identical, except for terminal band in Pan 

(d,f,g). 

IX Identical, except for submetacentric 
heterochromatin in Homo (a,b,c/f) 

Identical, except for heterochromatin and 
pericentric inversion (g) 

Identical, except for heterochromatin and 
possible intercalary translocation (d) 

possible reciprocal translocation with. chromosome 
V (e). 

X No observed difference (a,c,e) 
Identical, except for G-ll band in Homo (b) 
Identical, except for terminal band-rn-Pan 

(d,f,g). 

XI No observed difference (a,b,c,e,f) 
Identical, except for terminal band in Pan (d,g). 

XII No observed difference (~) 

XIII 

Pericentric inversion (a,b,f,g) 
Pericentric inversion and terminal band in 

Pan (d) 
Paracentric inversion (c). 

No observed difference (a,b,e) 
Identical, except for more intense Q-banding in 

Pan (c) 
Identical, but longer in Pan (f) 
Identical, except for additional band at Pan 

Xlllq14 (g). 

XIV No observed difference (a,b,d,e,f) 
Identical, except for more intense Q-banding 

in Pan (c) 
Identical, except for terminal band. in Pan (g) . 



Table 1.--COht~nued 

CHROMOSOME SIMILARITY 

XV No observed difference (f) 
Identical, except for more intense Q-banding 

in Pan (c) 
Pericentric inversion (g) 
Pericentric inversion ~nd lack of Q-brilliance 

in Pan Cb) 
Absence of 1 or 2 bands in Pan XVq (d) 
Reciprocal translocation with XVIII (a) 
No observed similarity (e). 

XVI No observed difference (a,c) 
Identical, except for subcentromeric hetero

chromatin in Homo and G-ll band in Pan (b) 
Identical, except for heterochromatin (Homo) 

and pericentric inversion (g) --
Identical, except for heterochromatin (Homo) I 

pericentric inversion, and terminal band 
in Pan Cd) 

No observed similarity (e,f). 

XVII Pericentric inversion Ca,b,c,d,g) 
No observed similarity (e,f). 
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XVIII Identical, except for pericentric inversion and 
. terminal band in Pan (d) 

Identical, except for pericentric inversion and 
lack of NOR in Pan (g) 

Reciprocal translocation with XV (a) 
No observed similarity (e,f). 

XIX No observed difference (a,b,c) 

XX 

XXI 

Identical, except for terminal bands in Pan 
(d,e?f,g). 

No observed difference (a,c) 
Identical, except for G-ll band in Homo (b) 
Identical, except for terminal bands in 

Pan (d,e,f,g). 

No observed di£ference (a,b) 
Identical, excep·t for more intense Q·-b2..Dc1.ing 

. in Pan ec) 
Identical, except for terminal bands. in Pan 

(d,e,f/g) . 



Table l.--Continued 

CHROMOSOME SIMILARITY 

XXII No observed difference (a,b,c) 
Identical, except for terminal bands in Pan 

(d Ie, f, g) • 

X No observed difference (a,b,c,d,e,f) 
Identical, except for terminal bands in 

Pan (g). 

Y Lack of heterochromatic distal Yq in Pan 
(a,c,d,e,f,g) 

"More than sim~ly the loss of the major part 
of the long arm" in Pan (b). 
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chromosome pairs in Pan (2n=48). Chiarelli (1968) suggested 

that unmatched human chromosome to be either #2 or #5; then 

revised his vie~, suggesting #1 instead (Chiarelli, 1972; 

1973). 

With banding techniques, however, it quickly became 

apparent that the apes had no single counterpart to human 

chromosome 2. A unique derived translocation (Turleau et 

al., 1973) or terminal fusion (Lejeune et al., 1973) has 

occurred in the hominid lineage, reducing the haploid number 

from n=24 to n=23. The latter mechanism, currently the 

favorite (Dutrillaux, 1979) implies that Homo 2 was origin

ally a dicentric, with one of the centromeres having been 

inactivated secondarily. Viegas--Pequignot et al. (1978) 

found that this chromosome has a segment on the proximal end 

of the long arm which replicates later than the rest of the 

chromosomei perhaps, indeed, a relict centromere. A problem 

with this theory is that (in the opinion of some investiga

tors) the p-arms of the 'fused' chromosome, Pan 12 and 13, do 

not match up well with the centromeric region of Homo 2. 

Indeed, those two chromosomes placed end-to-end are somewhat 

longer than Homo 2; thus, the rearrangement is likely to have 

been more complex (de Grouchy et al., 1972). Figure 1 shows 

a G-banded human chromosome 2 (the author's), aligned next to 

a chimpanzee 12 (human p-arm)·and 13 (human q-arm). Since 

both l2p and l3p have telomeric heterochromatin, which is a 

derived character in Pan (see below), it is to be expected 
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that Homo 2 would be somewhat shorter than the combined 

lengths of Pan 12 and 13. Presumably, the chromosomes which 

actually fused to form Homo 2 lacked this terminal hetero

chromatin. 

Thus, we come to the second distinctive element dif

ferentiating the chimpanzee and human karyotypes: the bands 

at the tips of several chromosomes in the chimpanzee. Unfor

tunately, even here the non-repeatability and non-reproduci

bility of observations are evident (this may stem from several 

sources, cf. below). Warburton et al. (1973) noted terminal 

Q-bands on Pan lq, 6p, 7p, Bp, 20 pqi 21 pq, 22q and 23q. 

They also reported that these terminal bands did not appear 

under C-banding, but Figure 2 shows. terminal bands appearing 

by C-band preparation. Yunis et al. (1980) reported these 

terminal bnads to be both G- and C-positive, and localized 

them on 19 chimpanzee chromosomes: Pan 5p, 6p, 7p, 8p, 9p, 

lOp, llq, l2p, l3p, 14p, l5p, 17p, l8pq, 19pq, 20pq, 2lpq, 

22q, 23q and Xq. My own analysis generally finds strong 

terminal bands on Pan 7p, 8p, lOp, l2p, l3p, l4p, 15p, 16p, 

l7p, 18pq, 19pq, 20pq, 21pq, 22q and 23qi and weaker bands 

on 6p, 9p and llq. Miller et al. (.1974) reported that these 

terminal bands are shared by the gorilla, but they have not 

been found in the human or the orangutan (Miller, 1977). 

They are consequently likely to be shared derived characters 

linking Pan and Gorilla and will be discussed in such a con

text in Chapter 2. 
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Figure 1. G-bands of human chromosomes 2 aligned with 
chimpanzee chromosomes 12 and 13. 
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C-banded chromosomes of the chimpanzee 
revealing telomeric heterochromatin. 
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The Paris Conference (1971); Supplement (1975) was 

convened to standardize the karyotypes of the- great apes, for 

each group of researchers had been narning the chimpanzee 

chromosomes idiosyncratically, making any interobserver com

parison difficult. The numbering system adopted was that of 

Warburton et al. (1973), wi.th mi.nor adjustments (such as re

versing chromosomes 4 and 5, and pairing some Pan and Homo 

chromosomes differently). The advantage of this numbering 

system-is that the chimpanzee karyotype is not contingent 

upon the human. It follows the spirit of previous standardi

zation conferences on human cytogenetics by giving the chim

panzee a karyotype numbered according to chromosome size and 

shape. Thus, chromosomes 1-6 in the chimpanzee karyotype are 

large metacentric and submetacentric chromosomes; chromosomes 

7-11 are somewhat smaller; chromosomes 12-17 are medium-sized, 

acrocentric or very submetacentric; 18-21 are small metacen

trics and submetacentricsi and 22-23 are small acrocentrics. 

With few exceptions, (e.g., 12-13 and 22-23), each chromosome 

in a series is smaller than the one preceding it. 

Alternative systems for numbering the chimpanzee kary

otype have been based on the human karyotype itself, rather 

than upon the guidelines originally used to number the human 

chromosomes. They are thus abl.e to number the chimpanzee 

chromosomes only after deciding to which human chromosome 

each is to be matched. This leads to confusion, however, 

since Homo 2p has been matched with three different chimpanzee 
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chromosomes: -Pan 12 (Paris! Conference, 1971; Supplement, 

1975), Pan 17 (Warburton etal., 1973), and Pan 13 (Sun et 

al., 1978a, 1978b). Further, if Pan 12 is designated as 2p 

(Yunis et al., 1980), there is no provision for designating 

the short arm of that chimpanzee chromosome. Finally, as the 

comparison of primate chromosomes expands outward from the 

great apes, similarities between more distant species and 

Homo will be more difficult to detect, and the chromosomes 

will therefore presumably have to remain unnumbered! It is 

best to recognize that identifying the chromosomes and com

paring them across taxa are two independent procedures, and 

that the former should logically precede the latter. The 

compromise recommendations of the Stockholm Conference (1978) 

involve the use of a Roman numeral corresponding to the human 

homolog when several taxa are being compared. This is adopted 

in Table 1, but discussion of chimpanzee chromosomes in Chap

ters 3 and 4 will use the non-anthropocentric numbering system 

of the Paris Conference (1971); Supplement (1975). 

Summary: The State of Hominoid Cytogenetics 

There are a number of general observations on the 

published literature in primate cytogenetics, which I present 

here before critically evaluating the work. 

First, probably few of the cited authors in the pre

vious section will be familiar to physical anthropologists. 

As the work is not being done primarily by physical 
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anthropologists, this is not surprising; yet as discussed 

above, there are certainly valuable contributions to be made 

in physical anthropology by workers in other fields. In this 

case, most of the work in primate cytogenetics is emerging 

from biomedical laboratories, with researchers highly skilled 

in clinical research. Since any scientist's training deter

mines the way one will ultimately come to approach data, the 

questions one will consider to be of interest, and one's gen

eral approach to science, there might well be some differ

ences between the philosophical views inherent in the primate 

cytogenetics literature, and those held by most evolution

ary biologists or physical anthropologists. 

Second, the grossest manifestation of such a differ

ence in philosophies is the generation of data in the absence 

of cogent theory or problem-oriented research in primate 

cytogenetics. Thus, a survey of the literature find funda

mentally only two questions being posed in primate cytogene

tics: (1) What is the karyotype of species x; and (2) What 

is the phylogeny of a group of species, inferred from their 

karyotypes? 

Third, if one asks, "What is the karyotype of species 

X," one implicitly disregards intra-specific evolutionary 

phenomena. Within-species variation in karyotypes has been 

discovered by the few studies which have looked for it (e.g., 

Y.unis et al., 1976 for Alouatta senicu~us; Rumpler and 

Dutrillaux, 1976 and Hamilton and Buettner-Janusch, 1977 for 
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Lemur fulvus; Kunkel, etal, 1980 for Atele's Sp.i and Ma, 

1981 for Aotus sp.) . These intra-specific variations are 

usually interpreted as being characteristic of individual 

subspecies; that is, as having taxonomic significance, rather 

than more broadly microevolutionary significance. Thus the 

critical relationship between within-species variation and 

among-species variation is left almost wholly unexplored. 

Fourth, virtually the only interpretative question 

being asked in primate cytogenetics is, as noted above, "What 

is the phylogeny of these species, inferred from their karyo

types?" In select cases, there may be some closely related 

species whose affinities are ambiguous, and whose chromo

somes may shed some light on their relationships (e.g., 

Dutrillaux et al., 1982; van Tuinen and Ledbetter, 1983). On 

the other hand, in most cases the phylogeny of the species is 

fairly well-established, and there are consequently only two' 

possible answers to the question as posed. One answer is a 

phylogency congruent with that generally accepted on anatomi

cal and genetic grounds, in which case little, if any, new 

knowledge has been gained and the cytogenetic study therefore 

represents a cul-de-sac. The other answer is a phylogeny not 

congruent with the existing one, in which case the cytogenetic 

contribution is likely to be ignored (cf. the excellent review 

by Miller, 1977: and the empirical work by Bernstein et al., 

1980) . 
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Fifth, most of the phylogenetic inferences made from 

primate chromosomes are made not so much in contradiction of, 

but rather in isolation f.rom, the phylogenies which already 

exist in physical anthropology. All previously constructed 

phylogenies are not necessarily superseded or modified by the 

cytogenetic inferences (that is, the rival phylogenies are 

not presented and evaluated) - they instead appear to be con-

sidered irrelevant. The methodology pervasive in primate 

cytogenetics seems to be as follows: 

1. Gather data (i.e., karyotypes). 

2. Disregard all ~ priori hypotheses and assumptions· in 

the interpretation of data (i.e., the data "speak for 

themselves") . 

3. Read phylogeny off interspecific comparisons of 

chromosomes. 

Unfortunately, this approach has handicapped cytogenetic 

studies severely, as it inevitably leads to an isolation from 

the data and theory of evolution and anthropology. Two quo-

tations will illustrate the point: 

(Baboon and human are chromosomally very similari 
gibbon and human are chromosomally very different) 
... This suggests that evolutionary divergence of 
the baboon and man from a common progenltor 
occurred more recently than did that of the gibbon 
and man (Bernstein et al., 1980). 

Man's closest living relative may be the gorilla, 
not the chimpanzee (Miller, 1977). 

The first quotation has been discussed and criticized at 

length elsewhere (Marks, 1982; 1983b) i it has an unrecognized 
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assumptien that the evelutienary rates ef the karyetypes 

ef human, babeen, and gibben are equal. There is, ef ceurse, 

nO' rea sen why this sheuld be sO' - indeed, it is prebably net 

sO' - and the recegnitien and fermalizatien ef rate variatien 

in karyetype evelutien weuld represent a basic theeretical 

advance fer the field (Marks, 1983a). The secend quetation 

actually forms the subtitle of the paper cited, a lucid and 

widely-read review by Miller (~977). Yet the author of the 

statement is clearly under the misapprehension that the 

chimpanzee (rather than the chimpanzee-gorilla clade) is gen

erally considered to be "man's clesest living relative." In 

neither paper is the standard phylegeny tested, or even 

recognized; the phylogeny is simply to be read off the chro

mosemes. This lack of interest in ~ prio~i:. information or 

theery is the cause of the phenemenon mentiened earlier, that 

the chromosomes of Hemo and Pan have been explicitly compared 

seven times, and the chromosomes ef Pan and Gerilla have not. 

Sixth, particularly fer a field preoccupied with 

phylogeny, the discussion in the preceding paragraph reveals 

considerable anthrepecentrism in primate cytogenetics. Cer

tainly, it is more informative in an evolutionary sense to 

compare the chromesemes of a given species with these ef its 

sister group, than with those of Home sapiens. Thus, 

Dutrillaux et ale (1975) give the only comparison of the chro

mosomes of Pan paniscus to p'an troglodytes; whereas Khudr et 

ale (1973) and Bogart and Benirschke (1977a) compared 
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P. paniscus to H. sapiens, yielding information of little 

utili ty. Indeed, the ·same anthropocentrism occurs even at 

more distant taxonomiC' levels (:e .. g., Dutrillaux and Rumpler, 

1980; Estop et al., 1979). 

Seventh, primate cytogenetic studies tend to gloss 

over the systematics of the animals being studied. This is 

criticized in the broader context of biomedical research by 

Hershkovitz (1965). The glossing includes misspellings of 

primate taxa, adoption of non-standard classifications, use 

of common rather than Linnaean names, and the adoption of a 

confusing three-letter acronym for the Linnaean b~nomen. By 

the latter convention, adopted in the Paris Conference (1971) 

Supplement (1975) I a species is designated by the first let

ter of the genus name and first two letters of the trivial 

name: thus Pan troglodytes becomes PTR. It need hardly be 

pointed out that Mus musculus (Rodentia: Muridae) I Microcebus 

murinus (Primates: Lemuridae), and Macaca mulatta (Primates: 

Cercopithecidae) are all accorded identical acronyms by this 

convention. The limitations of the convention are discussed 

elsewhere (Marks, 1983b), but it is worthy of mention here 

that the French cytogeneticist Jean de Grouchy was the lone 

holdout at the conference, and the convention was similarly 

rejected by Miller (1977). 

In the next chapter, I pres.ent a brief critique of 

the phylogenetic speculations which have been based upon 

hominoid karyotypes. Although I consider the question of 



evolutionary process to be paramount, it is nevertheless 

useful to review these' phylo.genetic speculations in order 

to demonstrate that the least equivocal chromosomal data 

will, indeed, yield the phylogeny most congruent with the 

bulk of available data in physical anthropology_ 
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CHAPTER 2 

KARYOTYPES AND HOMINOID PHYLOGENY 

The establishment of sister groups, or closest rela

tives, among the chimpanzee, gorilla, and human is an impor

tant problem for anyone interested in primate systematics. 

Any hypothesis, however, is tempered by the recognition that 

Homo has rapidly entered a new adaptive zone (bipedalism and 

cultural dependence), and is thus anatomically and behavior

ally highly derived with respect to the chimpanzee and goril

la. Thus, wi thin the clade Homo-'Pan-Gorilla, most similari

ties between the latter two genera are necessarily ancestral 

retentions (symplesiomorphous) rather than evolutionary novel-

ties (synapomorphous). However, it is the sharing of synapo

morphous characters which establishes taxa as close relatives 

(Gregory, 1910; Hennig, 1965; Simpson, 1975; Wiley, 1981). 

The failure to recognize this led to difficulties in deciding 

which of the three genera were, in fact, sister groups. As 

mentioned earlier, Sonntag (1924) argued for chimpanzee and 

gorilla, Elliot Smith (1924) argued for human and gorilla, 

and Weinert (1932) argued for human and chimpanzee. More 

recently, Schwartz (1984) has even argued for human and oran

gutan as sister groups. 
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Even in the pre-banding era of mammalian cytogene

tics., it was recognized that important light bearing on this 

specific evolutionary problem might be generated from study

ing the chromosomes of the species. Thus Darlington wrote, 

indeed somewhat overstating th~ case: 

Great institutions have been devoted to collecting 
and preserving, des'cribing and naming, the bony 
fragments of our ancestors and relatives, and great 
bodies of literature have been brought forth by 
their labours. Rightly so. Yet at the cost of a 
few hundred cells, a few moments of discomfort to 
the animals, and a few hours of work to a cyto
logist, the genetic record of human evolution could 
be laid bare. It would, perhaps, be worthwhile 
(Darlington, 1953:193-194). 

Yet after more than a decade of banded chromosomal compari-

sons of the hominoid species, such studies have added little 

more than confusion. 

Anthropologists have been secure for several decades 

in the view that Pan and Gorilla are sister groups, continu-< 

ally finding strong support anatomically (Schultz, 1936; 

Giles, 1956; pilbeam, 1982) and genetically (Ferris et al., 

1980; Templeton, 1983). Indeed some, such as Szalay and 

Delson (1979) follow Simpson (1963) in subsuming the chim-

panzee and the gorilla under the single genus Pan. Neverthe

less, Miller's (1977) review of hominoid cytogenetics ended 

with a tree equivalent to Elliot Smith's, making Homo and 

Gorilla sister groups. And more recently Yunis and Prakash 

(1982) revived the phylogenetic tree originally proposed by 
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Weinert, making Homo and Pan sister groups, also on the basis 

of their chromosomes. 

The reasons for this disharmony were mentioned at the 

close of the last chapter. At this point it will be instruc-

tive to consider some of these reasons in de-tail. For example I 

one interesting cytogenetic character is the distribution of 

a highly repetitive DNA fraction known as satellite II (unre-

lated to chromosomal satellites discussed earlier) across the 

great apes and man. Satellite II exists on the chromosomes 

of the organutan, the gorilla, and the human - but there is 

no detectable satellite II in the chromosomes of the chimpan-

zee (G6sden et al., 1977). On this basis, K.W. Jones (1976, 

1977) suggested that Pan is the sister group of a clade con-

sisting of Homo, Gorilla and Pongo, which contradicts much of 

primate biology. A more powerful explanation, recognized by 

Miller (1977i but nevertheless used as character in the phylo-

genetic tree which linked human and gorilla) is that possess-

ion of the satellite fraction is a primitive or symplesio-

morphous trait for the group, and that Pan has simply lost it. 

Substituting this view, which is consistent both with primate 

phylogeny and with the state of knowledge of repetitive DNA 

(cf. Dover, 1982; Arnheim, 1983) for the naive phylogenetic 

speculations of Jones produces some new questions about cyto-

genetic mechanisms. It implies_ that there exists some mechan-

ism by which this DNA may be excised with apparent specifi-

city and entirety from the chromosomes of a species. 
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Presumably the mechanism involves some combination of un

equal crossing over (Smith, 1.976). gene' conver·sian, and other 

molecular porcesses. 

In addition to the satellite II distribution, we 

may examine the distribution.of nucleolar organizers (NORs), 

the cytological markers of the major ribosomal RNA gene 

clusters. Table 2 gives the number and distribution of these 

NORs for various higher primates. These data clearly do not 

yield any valid inference about hominoid phylogeny, and, 

indeed, Seuanez (1979), in a strictly inductive framework, 

grapples unsuccessfully with. these·NORs. 

However, given (1) a priori knowledge of primate 

relationships, and (2) the concept of a fluid genome, we 

may deduce some features of the evolution of these NORs. 

Note clearly that we are not attempting to infer the phylo

geny of the Hominoidea from their NORsi we are simply map

ping them on to a cladograrn (Figure 3). We will, however, 

make some deductions as to the evolutionary processes in

volved. The single-site distribution seems to be the most 

likely ancestral state for the Hominoidea. The diversifica

tion and radiation of the great apes in the Miocene would thus 

presumably have been accompanied by a proliferation of these 

sites throughout the genome, followed by a secondary reduc

tion in the number of these sites. Using the apparent gain 

and loss of NORs as phylogenetic characters, we may construct 

Figure 3. Node A separates the multi-site genomes (derived 



Table 2. Distribution of NORs in various anthropoid 
primates l 

NORs per 
haploid 2 

Genus genome Chromosomes 

Papio (1) Marker 

Macaca (1) Marker 

Hylobates (1) Marker 

Pongo ( 9) IIp, IIq, IX, XIII, XIV, XV, XVIII, 

Gorilla (2) 

Pan ( 5) XIII, XIV, XVIII, 

Homo ( 5) XIII, XIV, XV, 

38 

XXI, XXII 

XXI, XXII 

XXI, XXII 

XXI, XXII 

1 Data from Gosden et ale (1977: 1978); Henderson et ale (.1974; 
1976a; 1976b: 1977; 1979). 

2 Roman numerals correspond to human homologs of each chromo-
some following the Stockholm Convention (1978). 



Figure 3. Cladogram depicting anthropoid relationships 
and the distribution of genomic NOR/rDNA 
sites (after Marks, 1983). 
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state) from the single-site. genomes. Node B separates those 

anthropoids which lost the NORs from chromosomes II and IX 

(derived state), from Pongo, whi.ch presumably has: retained it. 

Node C separates those organisms which lost the NOR from chro

mosome XV (derived state) from the organisms which lost the 

NOR from chromosome XVIII (alternate derived state),. The 

position of Gorilla, which has lost the NORs from both chro

mosomes, as well as from XIII and XIV, is ambiguous; to 

accept the loss from XV as synapomorphous unites Gorilla 

and Pan; to accept the loss from XVIII as synapomorphous 

unites Gorilla and Homo. However, given the knowledge from 

other kinds of analyses that Gorilla and Pan are sister 

groups, it is more likely that Gorilla shares with Pan the 

derived state of NOR loss from XV, and has independently 

lost the sites from the other three chromosomes_ 

Thus, if we consider the gain and loss of rDNA/NORs 

from the genome as shared phylogenetic characters, they are 

readily comprehensible within the established framework of 

hominoid systematics. The question "What is the phylogeny 

of the Hominoidea" is unanswerable from these data, yet we 

may raise new and fascinating questions. How are these sites 

lost and gained? What triggers the detectable pattern of 

rapid gain, then gradual and parallel loss of these sites? 

Is there a selective regime involved? Why does a single pair 

of NORs (the primitive state for the group) exist on metacen

tric chromosomes, while multiple pairs of NORs (the derived 
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state) exist on acrocentrics? There is as yet no theory in 

comparative cytogenetics directed to these questions, for 

they were not posed (and perhaps could not have been posed) 

until the evolutionary pattern of nested gain and loss was 

deduced from the NOR distribution data and hominoid phylogeny. 

The point is that in the absence of a theoretical 

framework for chromosomal data, phylogenetic speculations 

based upon such data are certai.n to be weak and likely to be 

spurious. We may consider as another example the catarrhine 

phylogeny of Chiarelli (1973; 1975). Here, based almost 

exclusively on the distribuiton of diploid chromosome num

bers in taxa, it was proposed that the Colobinae are a sister 

group to the Hylobatidae; this clade is a sister group to the 

papionini; and this clade is a sister group to both the 

Cercopithecini and the Pongidae. Certainly very few data, 

if any, can be adduc~d in support of such a chromosomal phy

logeny. Thus without posing a prior question about the signi

ficance of chromosomal change in primates, one can hardly use 

chromosomal data to derive the phylogeny of primates without 

yielding suspect results. 

It is certainly important that the chromosomal data 

be cons.istent with the established phylogeny of the Hominoid

ea; if they are inconsistent, then both need to be recon

sidered. Yet if the most reliable chromosomal data are con-

·sistent with the standard phylogeny (cf. Turleau and 

de Grouchy, 1973), then it follows that much of the energy in 
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hominoid cytogenetics might be channeled in more productive 

directions than they are at present. 

As mentioned in Chapter 1, the problem lies largely 

wi th the approach of unaided ind:uction characteristic in pri

mate cytogenetics, or using the: comparison of karyotypes in 

the absence of all other knowledge. Such a program of re

search limits severely the kinds of questions one may ask. 

cytogenetics is a field heavily oriented to the collection 

of data, and it is perhaps understandable that such an 

approach to the scientific method would tend to characterize 

the discipline. In this light, Hi1ler 1 s (1977) linkage of 

Homo and Gorilla may be seen as a logical outgrowth of the 

strictly inductive methodology of cytogenetics, transferred 

to the realm of hominoid evolution, as indeed were the the 

works of Chiarelli and K.W. Jones discussed earlier. There 

do exist chromosomal characters held in common by Gorilla and 

Homo to the exclusion of Pan - as Miller quite correctly 

noted. However, subsequent critical analyses (Mai, 1979; 

Stanyon, 1982; Stanyon and Chiarelli, 1982; Marks, 1983) indi

cate the likelihood that the chromosomal characters linking 

human and gorilla are phylogenetically misleading. Miller's 

characters linking Homo and Gorilla are: "sa telli tes; 

5-methylcytosine concentrations.; Q-brilliantY; and large C 

band on Nos. 9, 16" (Miller, 1977:1121). Note that none of 

these is an inversion, translocation or the like - they are 

all chromosomal characters whose individual and population 
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dynamics are not understood. The satellite II DNA distribu

tion has already been discussed as symplesiomorphous in the 

human and gorilla. The lack ot:S-methylcytosine in the chim

panzee is illuminated by this statement: "The data suggest 

that satellite II is the only one of the four human satel

lites that is methylated" (Miller, 1977:1123). Thus, these 

two characters may collapse into one, insofar as the loss of 

satellite II from the chimpanzee genome may have been the 

same event as the loss of the methylated moiety. The Q

brilliant Y is a highly polymorphic character in humans, 

apparently monomorphic and absent in chimpanzees (see Chapter 

4), but no comparable s.tudy has been performed on gorillas. 

Kunkel et al. (1982) studied the composition of the Y

chromosome across the great apes and man and found no evidence 

to support the linkage of human and gorilla. The etiology 

of Q-brilliance is unknown (but related to the proportion of 

adenine-thymine base-pairs) I as are its microevolutionary 

dynamics. The C-bands on th.e two gorilla and human chromo

somes are also difficult to accept as valid characters. Miller 

had apparently mismatched human chromosome 9 to the gorilla 

homolog of human chromos.ome 14 (Miller, 1977; note 40) and 

the C-band on human chromosome 16 is on the opposite arm from 

the one on the gorilla homolog. It is, therefore, uncertain 

that they are homologous, and again there is. no study of the 

variability in the gorilla C-band region (Stanyon and 

Chiarelli, 1982). 
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The study by Yunis and Prakash (1982), on the other 

hand, may be faulted on several fundamental grounds. The 

characters they suggest as linki!lg Homo and Pan to the. exclu

sion of Gorilla are chromosomes IIp, VII, and IX (follow-

ing the conventions of the Paris Conference, 1971: Supple-

ment 1975, and Stockholm Conference, 1·978, which the authors 

did not). Chromosome IX, having been derived from an ances-

tral acrocentric, is submetacentric in Pan and Homo. However, 

the breakpoints for the requisite rearrangements are dif-

ferent, and the chromosomes very likely arose by parallel 

mutations from the ancestral form (Hansmann, 1976, Dutrillaux, 

1977). In phylogenetic terms, this is probably a case of 

chromosomal homoplasy. The other two characters are actually 

very subtle in their differences of state between Homo, Pan, 

Gorilla - and there is little support for the analysis of 

Yunis and Prakash (1982) in the photomicrographs which accom-

pany their paper. 

Further, the authors go on to argue that on the basis 

of the chromosomal resemblances of Homo, Pan, and Gorilla -- -- , 
these three genera should be Juxtaposed taxonomically against 

Pongo, as Goodman (1963) had suggested based on immunological 

data. Yet Yunis and Prakash do not state that they are sug-

gesting a cladistic classification of the hominoids, nor· 

even acknowledge the philosophical basis of the systematic 

arguments. The compelling arguments of Simps.on (1963: 1971) 

for paraphyly in the family pongidae are not addressed by 



Yunis and Prakash, and there is consequently no reason to 

consider the taxonomic revision they suggest to have any 

greater justification then goodman's original argument. 
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The basing of taxonomic judgments upon chromosomal 

data has been called "cytotaxonomy," yet the preceding argu

ments should cast some doubt upon the utility of cytotaxo

nomy as taxonomy. For if (1) chromosomal variations exist 

between taxa at any level, even within a single species 

(cf. Ma, 1983)i (2) drastic variations exist in the rate of 

chromosomal change among taxai and (3) there is no compel

ling theory to account for the significance of chromosomal 

chnages in evolution, then it seems difficult to develop a 

cogent rationalization for a chromosomally-founded classifi

cation. Thus, when Prouty et ale (.1983) propose the place

ment of Hylobates hoolock into a new subgenus on the basis 

of its chromosome number, I do not agree, for the cytotaxo

nomic category is not justified& Why should having 38 

chromosomes instead of 44, 50, or 52 justify a new subgenus 

as opposed to subspecies, species, or genus? Similarly, 

cytotaxonomy raises the colobines to the family level, and 

the papionines to the subfamily level (Chiarelli, 1966) I 

although the taxonomic utility of this elevation is not 

obvious. 

Chromosomal data might well be useful as another 

line of evidence to support taxonomic judgments based on 

other (e.g. I adaptive morphological) characters. Thus, an 
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argument for species status of two populations might be 

supported, but not founded upon, a cytogenetic distinction 

between them (Hsu and Mead, 1969.). But the establishment of 

higher "cytotaxonomic" categories in the absence of an under

standing of why variation exists among the karyotypes of 

higher taxa is most likely to be of limited value. 

Returning to the question of hominoid phylogeny, how-

ever, there is a final problem which must be addressed before 

a judgment may be made upon which phylogeny the chromosomal 

data support. This is the problem of precision or inter-

observer reproducibility. certainly unaided induction is a 
r 

valid, though in my opinion, somewhat limited, approach to 

science; however, a fundamental prerequisite of the inductive 

method is a high degree of precision of observations to help 

ensure that the inferences derived from them are valid. This 

inter-observer precision is largely lacking in comparative 

primate cytogenetics, which must thereby undermine any phylo-

genetic inferences. Several relevant examples may be adduced. 

1. For chromosome lIlt Dutrillaux (1979) asserts that 

the rearrangement which distinguishes Fongo from the African 

genera is "complex." However, Seuanez (1979) and de Grouchy 

et ale (1978) derive one from the other by a single inversion. 

Yunis and Prakash (1982) derive this same chromosome via two 

different inversions sharing a common breakpoint. 

2. For chromosomes V and XVII, a reciprocal transloca-

tion characteristic of Gorilla was proposed by Dutrillaux et 
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ale (1973), then mentioned in passing or ignored by sub

sequent reviews (Miller et al., 1~74; Miller, 1977; de Grouchy 

et al., 1978; Dutrillaux, 1979). Yunis and Prakash (1982), 

however, resurrect the translocation. 

3. For chromosome ~, de Grou~hy et ale (1978) found 

identity between the homologs of Pan troglodytes and Homo 

sapiens. Dutrillaux et ale (1975) found no difference between 

Pan troglodytes and Pan panis.cus for this chromosome. How

ever, Bogard and Benirschke (1977a) cite an inversion between 

the homologs of Pan paniscus and Homo sapiens. 

4. Yunis and Prakash (1982) state that NORs appear on 

Gorilla XIII, XXI, and XXII; and on Pongo IIp, IIq, VII, IX, 

XIII, XIV, XV, and XXII. This is discussed without a refer

ence, and contrasts with previous reports by other groups, 

which established the presence of NORs on Gorilla XXI and 

XXII; and on Pongo IIp, IIq, IX, XIII, XIV, XV, XVIII, XXI, 

and XXII (Tantravahi et al., 1976; Henderson et al., 1976a; 

Gosden et al., 1978). 

5. Several studies have compared the'karyotype of 

Cercopithecus aethiops with that of its close relative, 

Macaca mulatta (Stock and Hsu, 1973; Garver et alo" 1977; 

Dutrillaux et al., 1978; Estop et al., 1978). However, 

Chiarelli (1982) notes that these studies differ widely in 

the amount of similarity detected between the two karyotypes, 

the specific matching of inter-generic homologs, and the rear

rangements required to derive one karyotype from the other. 
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Obviously, several groups of researchers can look 

at the chromosomes of the same species and see quite differ

ent arrangements and features. The causes of this may be a 

combination of the limits of available resolution, inter

population variation; intra-population variation, inter

observer error and intra-individual variation (cf. Garcia et 

al., 1979). And this lack of both reproduci~ility and repeat

ability of observations (Table I, Chapter 1) ~s sobering when 

it is recognized that because of the inductivb methodology 

prevalent in these works, many of the cited papers consist 

simply of the recording of observations. 

If we rely uncritically upon non-reprJducible and 

non-repeatable observations and fail to consi er the sources 

of variability and error mentioned above, we may easily ob

scure several compelling karyotypic similarities strongly 

linking Pan and Gorilla. These are apparent inversions on V 

and XII; perhaps the band patterns on IIp, XVI, and XVII as 

well; and especially the heterochromatic telomeres shared by 

thw two genera (Marks, 1982; Stanyon, 1982). Interpreting 

these as synapomorphous, or shared derived features, would be 

highly consistent with the rest of hominoid biology. 

But what of the features linking the karyotypes of 

Homo and Pan, and Homo and Gorilla? One possible solution is 

that everyone is right: that Homo, Pan, and Gorilla have 

ambiguous cytogenetic affinities due to introg.ress.ive hybridi

zation on a large scale among the recent ancestors of the 
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three genera. This is the hypothesis of Dutrillaux (1975; 

1979), and is in some measure of harmony with trichotomous 

interpretations of the immunolog.ical affinities of the three 

. genera (Andrews and Cronin, 1981; Goodman and Cronin, 1982). 

The problem with the latter concept is that it equates the 

inabili ty to distinguish sis.ter groups with their non

existence. Since the immunological differences are quanti

tative and minuscule, they are not amenable to resolving 

questions of fine-scale phylogenetic branching. Of signifi

cance in this regard is the recent work by Templeton (1983) 

demonstrating that mitochondrial DNA data can be used to 

resolve the trichotomy and establish chimpanzee and gorilla 

as sister groups. 

The chromosomal characters linking Homo to Pan and 

Homo to Gorilla, however, are not nearly so compelling as 

those linking Gorilla to Pan. For example, the heterochro

matic telomeres are a constellation of traits, not a single 

variable character. The postulate that these telomeres were 

lost from most of the chromosomes of Homo is less tenable 

than seeing their gain as synapomorphous in the chimpanzee 

and gorilla. Consequently, the unparsimonious hypothesis of 

hybrid introgression of cytogenetic markers among the great 

apes is probably unnecessary, particularly in light of the 

lack of consistency in the observation of cytogenetic fea

tures. The ambiguity in chromosomal affinities of the great 



apes is more likely a function of observation and inference 

than of bestial hominoid promiscuity. 
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We are all interested in our family tree; or more 

accurately in this contect, the tree of our supGrfamily 

Hominoidea. Comparative cytogenetics has a great potential 

for adding to our knowledge of the. evolution of the group I as 

Darlington suggested in the quotation early in this chapter. 

However, we must keep in mind the limitations of the data -

after all, populations of organisms evolve, not simply their 

chromosomes. And without precision and replicability in ob

servation, it is unlikely that unaided induction will lead to 

the right phylogenetic tree. I suggest that the chromosomal 

data favor a conservative interpretation: that Pan and Gorilla 

are closest relatives that Homo is closely related to this 

clade, and that Pongo is somewhat more distantly related - in 

agreement with interpretations based on other kinds of analy

ses. This, however, contradicts Schwartz's (1984) recent sug

testion that Pongo and Homo are sister groups. 

If the chromosomal data are consistent with the stan

dard phylogeny of the hominoids, then it follows that the 

question of attempting to infer the phylogeny of the Hominoidea 

from their chromosomes is one of limited value. Yet paradoxi

cally most of the interpretative literature on hominoid cyto

genetics is on this very question. 

Nevertheless, it is clear that there are some inter

esting regularities in the chromosomal data, suggestive of 



holding the answers to some questions about aspects of evo

lution in primates. What I will attempt to do in the rest 

of the dissertation is. to pose .one problem of microevolu

tionary relevance - the elucidation of within-species 

variation in the karyotypes of a sample of chimpanzees -

and to discuss the rel.evance of such a study for primate 

cytogenetics. 
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CHAPTER 3 

MATERIALS AND METHODS 

My ambition in this project is to use the techniques 

and methods of modern comparative cytogenetics to further 

our understanding of primate biology. Reciprocally, by inte

grating data and theory from primate biology and the study of 

evolutionary processes, I hope to demonstrate useful direc

tions for cytogenetic studies of primates to take. Thus, as 

a work of empirical cytogenetics, the present work is fairly 

ordinary: I have done what cytogeneticists usually do with 

their specimens. On the other hand, the subject of within

species variation has been rarely approahced in primate cyto

genetics; and primate cytogenetics has rarely been treated as 

a subfield of primate biology. 

To approach the question of within-species variation, 

I studied and compared the karyotypes of 25 chimpanzees. 

These did not form a breeding population, although several 

were genetically related (see Appendix C). The blood samples 

were drawn by the Primate Foundation of Arizona and Center for 

Disease Control in Phoenix according to which animals were 

scheduled for other tests on that particular day (at which 

time an additional tube of blood was drawn for my study). The 

sample thus constituted might conceivably present a broad 
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picture of karyotypic diversity among chimpanzees, even 

though there were somewhat fewer than 50 independent haploid 

genomes sampled. 

Procurement and Ce:ll Culture 

The present analysis was performed primarily with 

peripheral blood; only the frozen pygmy chimpanzee tissue 

(kindly supplied by Dr. Kurt Benirschke) was of a different 

type as discussed below. Appriximately 3-5 ml of fresh blood 

were kindly supplied for me by the Primate Foundation of 

Arizona (collected via venipuncture by Paul Fritz) I with 

seven additional samples coming from the Center for Disease 

Control, Phoenix (collected by Dr. Jim Ebert). These were 

collected in green-stoppered sterile Vacutainer tubes. Two 

sampes (PFA 1038 and PFA 2038) contained the anti-coagulant 

EDTA and hence came in purple-stoppered tubes. Of the green-

stoppered samples, 18 contained lithium heparin as anti-

coagulant and 7 contained sodium heparin. 

In all cases I received the samples and initiated 

the cell cultures within 48 hours of their having been drawn. 

To alleviate a possible problem of bacterial infection of the 

cell cultures, approximately 0.5 ml of 5000 units/ml penicil-

lin-streptomycin were added to all but PFA 1036, PFA 1044, 

PFA 2031, and PFA 2043 upon receipt. 

As chromosomes are visible only during cell division, 

it is necessary to obtain proliferative cells in order to make 
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chromosomal analyses. A plant derivative, phytohaemagglutin

in or PHA, possesses the property of stimulating a class of 

white blood cells to divide for several days in vitro. Once 

the cells are dividing, we arrest the cells at metaphase, so 

that the chromosomes will be. visible. The cells may then be 

dropped on a slide and the chromosomes treated to reveal 

their morphology. 

Cell cultures. were initiated in the laboratory of 

Dr. Oscar Ward (Table 3). Culture media were assembled as 

follows: 

(1) A frozen 100 ml aliquot of Gibco RPMI-l640 medium with 

L-glutamine was thawed. 

(2) Under sterile conditions and with a sterile syringe, 

2.5 ml of phytohaemagglutinin (M-form, Gibco) were added. 

This PHA, which transforms the blood lymphocytes into pro

liferative blast-like cells, 0ad been rehydrated with dis

tilled water to 10 ml from the powdered form in which it was 

purchased. 

(3) Using a sterile 1 ml pipet, 2 ml of penicillin

streptomycin (5000 units/ml), stored frozen, were added. 

This was done to reduce the possibility of bacterial infec

tion of the cell culture. 

(4) Using the same pipet, 0.2 ml of sodium heparin (5000 

units/ml) were added as additional anti-coagulant. 

(5) Using a sterile 10 ml pipet, 25 ml of fetal bovine 

serum (Gibco, stored frozen) were added. 



Table 3. Sample of Chimpanzees Studied 

Date 
Code Number Name Inoculated Anti-coagulant 

PFA #1036 Jayme 8-26-82 Lithium heparin 
* PFA #1044 Nahagio 6- 3-83 Lithium heparin 

PFA #2031 Akime1 6- 3-83 Lithium heparin 
* PFA #2043 Charley 6- 3-83 Lithium heparin 

PFA #2004 Geronimo 6- 7·~83 Lithium heparin 
PFA #1004 Millie 6- 7-83 Lithium heparin 
PFA #1006 Tanya 6- 7-83 Lithium heparin 
PFA #2003 Kobi 6-13-83 Lithium heparin 
PFA #1014 Lulu 6-13-83 Lithium heparin 
PFA #1025 Tody 6-13-83 Lit.hium heparin 

* PFA #1015 Sabrina 6-29-83 Lithium heparin 
PFA #1026 Tang 6-29-83 Lithium heparin 
PFA #1038 Bernadette 7-18-83 EDTA 
PFA #2038 Ka1ioni 7"';18-83 EDTA 
PFA #2037 Au1i 7-18-83 Lithium heparin 
PFA #2034 Toh10 7-18-83 Lithium heparin 
CDC #1220 Daisy 7-21-83 Sodium heparin 
CDC #1216 Kenny 7-·21-83 Sodium heparin 
CDC #1239 Kim 7-21-83 Sodium heparin 
CDC #1182 Kurt 7-21-83 Sodium heparin 
CDC #1221 Jerry 7-21-83 Sodium heparin 
CDC #1183 Richy 7-21-83 Sodium heparin 
CDC #1240 Kendra 7-21-83 Sodium heparin 
PFA #2044 Donnie 8- 2-83 Lithium heparin 
PFA #2045 Jo Mendie 8- 2-83 Lithium heparin 
PFA #1049 Kathy 8- 2-83 Lithium heparin 
PFA #2026 Shudak 8- 2-83 Lithium heparin 
PFA #1035 Hahshani 8- 2-83 Lithium heparin 

* indicates poor cell growth with these specimens not 
appearing in the sample as finally constituted. 
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This mixture was capped and shaken, and 10 ml of 

this culture medium were added to 12-1.3 empty sterile centri

fuge tubes. I capped and labelled these with the date the 

media was prepared and stored these for up to three weeks. 

The limiting factor is the activity of rehydrated PHA as 

lymphocyte stimulant. 

The technique I utilized was a 72-hour blood culture. 

Upon receipt of several ml of fresh whole blood, two tubes of 

culture medium per specimen were thawed and labelled with 

specimen number, date and time. Using a sterile 1 ml pipet, 

I added approximately 0.5 ml of mixed whole blood to each 

tube. This was shaken, and the cap then loosened and the 

tube placed in a carbon dioxide incubator at 37 degrees 

Celsius. After 15 minutes the tubes were capped tightly and 

left. This allowed the cells a slightly acidic environment, 

favorable for their growth. In addition to the dual run for 

each sample, I initiated a control culture of my own blood 

from a finger prick yielding 4-6 drops. This was done with 

each group of samples acquired. 

Each morning for for the next two days I checked the 

culture tubes. A satisfactory culture had a trail of grow

ing cells down the wall of the tube, leading to a red clump 

at the bottom and overlaid by a fairly clear pinkish liquid 

media. If the media had turned a dunnish. color, this indi

cated erythrocyte hemolysis, an unfavorable circumstance for 
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lymphocyte proliferation. In this event, it is necessary to 

centifuge the culture and add new media. 

Seventy-two hours after initating the cultures, I 

harvested them. No more than: 6 tubes could be processed at 

the same time, and for larger numbers the process had to be 

repeated sequentially. The harvesting procedure I used was 

as follows: 

(1) 0.2mlof 4 ug (micrograms)/ml of colcemid (i.e., 4 

drops from a sterile 1 ml pipet, of solution diluted from 

10 ug/ml) were added to each tube. Colcemid, a derivative 

of colchicine, breaks down the microtubules which compose 

the mitotic spindle. Therefore, cells may begin cell di

vision, that is, their chromosomes may duplicate and con

dense, but they cannot segregate. The cell cultures were 

then replaced in the incubator for 45 minutes. 

(2) 0.075 M KCl (potassium chloride) hypotonic solution was 

prepared by adding 0.56 grams KCl to 100 ml distilled water. 

This was stored in a 37 degree Celsius water bath. 

(3) The tubes were centrifuged for 5 minutes at approximately 

1000 rpm. The supernatant was pipetted off, using a vacuum 

aspirator and water trap. Five ml of the hypotonic solution 

were added to the remaining pellet. This pellet was resus

pended, and the tube was placed in a 37 degree Celsius water 

bath for 20 minutes. This induced the white cells to swell 

osmotically and the red cells to burst. 



(4) Cell fixative (3 parts methanol:l part glacial acetic 

acid) was prepared. Two disposable Pasteur pipets of this 

mixture (approximately. 3":'4 ml)were added immediately after 

hypotonic incubation. The solution immediately turned 

brown from deoxygenated free hemoglobin. 
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(5) The mixture was left undisturbed for 5 minutes, then 

centrifuged at 1000 rpm for 5 minutes, and the supernatant 

aspirated off. The remaining button of white cells was mixed 

and two Pasteur pipets of fixative were added. The tube was 

then set aside for 15 minutes. 

(6) The cell suspension was centiifuged at 1000 rpm for 5 

minutes, at the end of which time a distinct white pellet at 

the bottom of the tube was usually visible. The supernatant 

was aspirated off, and two pipets of fixative added. The 

cells were mixed and centrifuged again, and the supernatnat 

discarded again. 

(7) One Pasteur pipet of fixative was added to each tube. 

These could then be stored indefinitely in a freezer, if 

tightly capped. 

The success of cell growth could be assessed by visu

ally inspecting the size of the final white pellet at the 

bottom of the tube. Factors adversely affecting the process 

include: age of PHA (over one month), age of blood sample 

(over 5 days), bacterial contamination (bacteria proliferate 

more readily than blood) I and clotting of the blood sample. 

Three samples could not be studied because of poor growth: 



PFA 1044 had heavy bacterial contamination, PFA 2043 was 

heavily clotted, and PFA 1015 failed for unknown reasons. 

Preparation-and Staining 

This phase of the investigation involved (1) pre

paring slides; (2) eliciting banding patterns on the 

chromosomes: and (3) scanning the slides for chromosomal 

spreads. 
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Making the slides is a crucial aspect of the proto

col insofar as the quality arid detail of banding will depend 

in large measure upon this step. Optimally one desires to 

burst the dividing cells such that the chromosomes will dis

perse within a restricted area, while ensuring that the chro

mosomes are crisply delineated under phase contrast in the 

microscope. Too little dispersal or spreading will cause 

difficulties in establishing the number and morphologies of 

the chromosomes, as there will be many clumps and overlaps. 

Too much dispersal or spreading will usually result in random 

chromosome loss, that is, in the inability of the observer to 

locate the entire complement of chromosomes for a given cell. 

"Muddiness" of the unstained preparation, when viewed under 

phase contrast, is often a good predictor of severe problems 

in band resolution. This muddiness may result from an inabili

ty to remove the cells fromfueir cytoplasmic surroundings, or 

alternatively from excess hydration of the slide (causing the 

chromosomes to be "refractile"). Chromosomes clearly 
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delineated when viewed under phase contrast will usually band 

well. 

The optimal procedure I used in slide preparation 

involved the use of a steam treatment. A specimen tube of 

cells was selected out of thefre~zer, mixed, and centrifuged 

for 8 minutes at 1200 rpm. The supernatant was pipetted 

off, and fresh cold (i.e., stored in the freezer) fixative 

was added until the cell suspension became just barely clear. 

The amount of fixative necess'ary varies with the extent of 

cell growth in the culture. Some cultures (e.g. CDC 1182) 

grew so well that approximately 5 ml of fixative were neces

sary to dilute the cells sufficiently; while others (e.g., 

PFA 1036) required less than 1/2 ml to be sufficiently con

centrated. 

A slide was selected, labelled, and wiped clean. 

Frosted-end slides could be labelled in pencil. These slides, 

however, were generally not as clean as plain slides, which 

must be labelled with stickers. The latter slides were used 

for the most part; however, xylene (which is used for remov

ing immersion oil) dissolves the glue on the stickers as well, 

a significant inconvenience. 

For cultures of the appropriate dilution (judged 

grossly by the density of cells on a test slide), four drops 

of cell suspension were dropped from a height of 5-10 em on 

to a clean, dry slide. Alternative methods, such as dipping 

the slide in acetone for additional cleaning, or dropping the 



cells on to a wet (with distilled water) slide, did not add 

to the quality of the preparations and in some cases de

tracted from the quality. 

The slide was then held over a slightly boiling 
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beaker of water, about 5 em above the water level, for approx

imately 30 seconds. The methanol rapidly evaporated and the 

acetic acid formed small droplets which megrated to the peri

phery of the slide. The slide may be inverted briefly over 

the beaker. When the droplets were at or near the periphery 

of the slide, it was then fanned in the air for 30 seconds 

and examined in the light microscope under phase contrast for 

the features discussed above: concentration of cells, quality 

of spreading, and clarity of the chromosomes. 

Clarity of the chromosomes was generally not a prob

lem with the steam protocol, and cell concentration could 

easily be changed. Quality of spreading, however, was an 

occasional problem in cell cultures that had not been exposed 

to hypotonic solution for the full 20 minutes during har

vesting. In these cases the spreading could be improved by 

the following method. The cell suspension was diluted by 

approximately 50%, and 7-8 drops were placed on the slide, 

over the steaming beaker of water. A cigarette lighter (Bic 

disposable) was then held adjacent to the slide, and the fixa

ti ve ignited. The methanol burned off in fewer than 5 s.econds, 

and the slide was held over the s.tearn for approximately 15 



seconds more. This treatment was sufficient to rupture the 

membranes and spread the chromosomes. 
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Two procedures were used for eliciting G-bands. Both 

used rapid enzyme treatment followed by Giemsa stain. Giemsa 

stain is a mixture of several thi~zine dyes and eosin, some 

of which alone will stain G-bands (Sharma and Sharma, 1980). 

Giemsa also is the source of the name G-bands, although the 

same stain may be used to see other kinds of band patterns. 

In the present study I Gi.emsa stain was used for C-bands as 

well. 

The first G-band protocol I used was from the Cyto

genetics Laboratory, Department of Pathology, University of 

Arizona Health Sci.ences Center, derived from Muller and 

Rosenkranz (1972). One- or two~day-old slides which had been 

heated overnight on a 65 degree Celsius hot plate were 

selected. Pancreatin (Gibco) I an enzyme mixture, had been 

stored frozen in 0.5 ml, 1 ml and 2 ml aliquots. I used a 

1 ml aliquot, and diluted this to 20 ml with Hanks Basic Salt 

Solution (HBSS) in a plastic slide mailer. This was placed 

in a 37 degree Celsius water bath. 

Slides were immersed individually in the enzyme mix

ture for 35-50 seconds, then rinsed with tap water. Giemsa 

was prepared by diluting 1 ml Giemsa stain to 50 ml with 

Gurr~s buffer, pH 6.8 (one tablet in 100 ml distilled water; 

Bio/Medical Specialties) .. Slides were stained for 3.5 min

utes in this stain, then air-dried. The first slide 



prepared on any given day will indicate how the protocol 

should be amended, as this technique is sensitive to atmo-

spheric conditions such as humidity. Thus, if the first 

slide is underbanded, the second slide is digested either 

longer or in a more concentrated solution of pancreatin. 

The other G-band protocol, which yielded generally 

I better results, was also slightly more complex. This was 
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from the laboratory of Dr. Oscar Ward, Depar~ment of Ecology 

and Evolutionary Biology, University of Ariz,na, and is de

rived from de Grouchy and Turleau (1977). 
, 

The digestive role was here taken by !the enzyme 

trypsin, prepared by dissolving 0.1 grams of ,crystalline 

enzyme (Difco) in 50 ml of phosphate buffered saline (PBS). 

This was then decanted into 10 ml aliquots and stored frozen. 

When preparing to band slides, I retrieved and thawed a 10 ml 

aliquot of trypsin, diluted this to 40 ml in PBS, and placed 

the Coplin jar containing this enzyme mixture in a 37 degree 

Celsius water bath. 

Optimal results were obtained with slides about one 

week old. Slides which had been simply steam-prepared were 

immersed in trypsin for about 18 seconds, while flamed 

slides required about 55 seconds. These were then immediately 

rinsed by dipping approximately 10 times in each of two 

Coplin jars of PBS. 

Giemsa stain was prepared with 1.5 ml Giemsa stain, 

1.5 ml methanol, 2 ml of 0.1 molar citric acid, 4 ml of 0.2 
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molar sodium 'phosphate, and. 41 ml of distilled water. The 

slides were air-dried after the PBS rinse and placed in this 

stain for 2 1/4 minutes. They were then rinsed in tap water 

and air-dried. 

The C-banding protocol was modified from Sumner (1972), 

the standard C-band protocol from the clinical laboratory 

of the AHSC. This involved taking a week-old slide and 

immersing it in 0.2 N HC:l for. 30 minutes. p...fter this hydroly

sis and a subsequent rinse, the slide VIas placed in a saturated 

solution of barium hydroxide (2.5 grams/50 ml) for 23 minutes, 

and rinsed thoroughly. The slide was then set in a salt solu

tion of sodium chloride (17.52g) and trisodium citrate (8.82g; 

in 1 liter of water the resulting mixture is designated as 

"2 x SSC") at 60 degrees for 2 hours, then rinsed and stained 

for 10 minutes in 4% Giemsa (2 ml in 50 ml buffer). 

The NOR protocol was from Dr. Ward's laboratory. A 

one-day-old slide yields best results for this technique, 

which stains nucleolar organizers which have been transcip

tionally active in the previous interphase. One gram of sil-

ver nitrate was dissolved in 2 ml deionized water. If a grey 

precipitate formed, the solution was discarded. A moist cham

ber was cons·tructed by wetting a piece of paper towel and 

placing it in a shallow plastic dish. Four one-inch-diameter 

rubber donuts were placed on this to support two slides. The 

silver nitrate was sucked into a sterile syringe, which was 

then fitted with a disposable filter. Three drops of silver 



nitrate solution were then placed on each slide and cover

slipped. The moist chamber was then covered and placed in 

a 37 degree Celsius oven .for two. hours. The slides were 
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then examined cursorily. When the chromosomes appeared 

yellow-gold and the NORs appeared as conspicuous dots, the 

coverslip was rinsed off and the slides placed in 70% ethanol 

for 5 minutes, and air-dried. 

The final protocol utilized on the blood cultures 

in this study involved. the sequential production of G-bands 

and C-bands. Having elicited G-bands by the trypsin/Giemsa 

method, I photographed the appropriate chromosomal spreads 

without a coverslip on the slide. The slide was then dipped 

in xylene to remove the immersion oil, air-dried, and de

stained in 95% ethanol for 5 minutes. The slide was placed 

in 0.2 N HCl for 5 minutes, rinsed in tap water, then placed 

in barium hydroxide for 6 1/2 minutes. Following a thorough 

rinse, the slide was treated with 2 x SSC at 60 degrees for 

18 minutes, rinsed, and stained in 4% Giemsa (2 ml in 50 mi 

buffer) for 15 minutes. This particular protocol, although 

structurally similar to standard C-band procedures such as 

that discussed above, had to be arrived at by trial, error, 

and deduction. 

Analysis and Photomicroscopy 

G-banded slides were scanned under low power imme

diately upon preparation. The first analysis was to 
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ascertain whether any of the chimpanzees were aneuploid, by 

counting the chromosomes ch~racteristic of each individual 

and noting deviations from the expected diploid number of 

2n=48. The cells counted were chosen on the basis of com

pactness of the spread. That is,' presumably a compact spread 

is less likely to lose chromosomes which might be randomly 

lost from a well-spread metaphse. The twenty cells counted 

(under high power) generally possessed chromosomes which were 

short, fat, and poorly banded, and consequently were not the 

same as those photographed later. As can be seen from Table 

4, there is no significant deviation from the expected value 

of 2n=48 in any of the sample. The rare deviations below 

48 may be attributable to (1) random chromosome loss; (2) over

lap of chromosomesi and (3) nucleolar organizer associations, 

which may make two acrocentric chromosomes appear to be a 

single metacentric. The rare deviations above 48 may be due 

to chromosomes from another spread accidentally being counted. 

The G-bands of chromosomes were studied by scanning 

under low power (10 X) over the entire area of the slide, and 

then switching to high power (100 X) whenever a well-spread 

fairly early metaphase (that is, with reasonably elongate 

chromosomes) was encountered. The metaphase spread was 

scored (E, VG, G, F, p) for quality of banding, quality of 

spread, and chromosome length, and the coordinates of that 

metaphase were recorded. 
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Cells were photomicrographed on a Zeiss photomi

cros.cope located in the Cytogenetics Laborato·ry, Pathology 

Department, Arizona Health Sc.iences Center. The film used 

was Kodak Technical Pan (TP l35~36), a low-speed, high

contrast film. The optimal setti~g on the photomicroscope 

was determined to be DIN 16, from the preparation of a test 

strip; the exposure, however, was automatic. Photography was 

performed through the 100 X oil objective, with a green 

filter. 

The film was processed with Kodak developer HC-110 

at dilution "0" by Tom Bingham, Student Union Photo Service, 

and was over-developed by 18% for added density. I printed 

the film in the darkroom of the Department of Anthropology, 

on Kodak F3 paper, at exposures ranging around f8 and 7 

seconds. 

I assembled karyotypes by cutting out each chromo

some and gluing it to a xeroxed form I prepared. At least 

three G-band karyotypes per individual were assembled in this 

way. However, more cells were examined than photographed 

(at least 10 spreads per individual), photographed than printed, 

and printed than assembled. For C-banded preparations, at 

least three spreads per individual were analyzed, and at least 

one printed. There were thus several levels of discrimination 

involved in the final presentation of the karyotypes. 



Table· 4. Chromosome numbers and. cell growth of the sample 
of chimpanzees. 

PFA #1036 
* PFA #1044 

PFA #2031 
* PFA #2043 

PFA #2004 
PFA #1004 
PFA #1006 
PFA #2003 
PFA #1014 
PFA #1025 

* PF A #1015 
PFA #1026 
PFA #1038 
PFA #2038 
PFA #2037 
PFA #2034 
CDC #1220 
CDC #1216 
CDC #1239 
CDC #1182 
CDC #1221 
CDC #1183 
CDC #1240 
PFA #2044 
PFA #2045 
PFA #1049 
PFA #2026 
PFA #1035 

<46 

2 

1 

.46 

1 

1 

4.7. 

2 
2 

1 

1 

1 
3 

1 

counts 

48. 

18 
18 
20 

4 
20 
20 
20 
19 
20 
19 
o 

20 
19 
20 
20 
20 
20 
20 
17 
20 
20 
20 
20 
18 
17 
18 
20 
19 

49 50 

1 

>50 

1 

Cell 
Growth 

Fair 
Poor 
Good 
Poor 
Good 
Good 
Good 
Good 

Exc 
Good 
Poor 
Good 
Good 

Exc 
Exc 

Good 
Exc 
Exc 

Good 
Exc 

Good 
Exc 

Good 
Good 
Fair 

Exc 
Good 
Good 

*indicates poor cell growth, with these specimens not 
able to be banded, and therefore, not appearing in the 
sample as finally constituted. . 
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out-group Comparison 

Fibroblast cul.tures of Pygmy chimpanzees were 

received fr6zen, thawed in a 37 degree Celsius water bath, 

and prepared according to the enclosed instructions. Culture 

media used was MEM alpha, supplemented with 20% fetal calf 

serum, L-glutamine, penicillin, streptomycin, and fungizone. 

A flask for each of the three individuals (designated as 

PPA 782, 900, and 901) was started with 3 ml media, changed 

twice a week, and grown in a carbon dioxide chamber. 

Individual slides were prepared by growing cells di

rectly on cover slips in sterile disposable petri dishes. 

When these cells anchored to the cover slip, and appeared as 

colonies of 50-200 cells when viewed in an inverted micro

scope, they were fed with 2 ml media for harvest the next 

day. 

Harvesting of cover slips was slightly different from 

the blood cultures. An hour before harvesting, 0.1 ml of 

.00001 M colchicine, not colcemid, was added to the petri 

dish, which was then left out for 45 minutes. The media was 

removed with a pasteur pipet and replaced with 2 ml of 8% 

sodium citrate as hypotonic, and left for 25 minutes. Then 

2 ml fixative was added. After 2 minutes, the 4 ml were 

removed and replaced with 2 ml fixative, and left for 20 

minutes.. After another change of fixative and 20 minute wait, 

the mixture was decanted. 
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The petri dish was inverted over a gently steaming 

sink of hot water for one minute, then dried with a gentle 

stream of air. The coverslip was removed with forceps from 

the dish, and labeled on the non-cell side with colored tape 

on which the specimen number was written. 

The cover slip was stained in an identical way to 

the blood culture slides above, except in specially designed 

trays for coverslips. After enzyne and Giemsa treatment, 

the coverslip was dried, and mounted cell side down on a 

clean slide. 



CHAPTER 4 

RESULTS 

Given two karyotypes, there are several reasons why 

they might differ. These are: 

1. Variation between taxa. 

2. Variation between individuals. 

3. Variation between cells in degree of 

chromosomal contraction • 

. 4. Variation among chromosomes in the same cell 

in degree of contraction. 

5. Technical artifacts. 

other sources of variability include inter-observer error 

and intra-observer error. Such variation has generally not 

been controlled in hominoid cytogenetics and certainly 

contribues to the problems of precision and replicability 

discussed in Chapter 1. In the present study I have 

attempted to control for some of these sources of variabili

ty by restricting my analysis to a single species, examining 

many spreads of each individual (to reduce the possibility 

of intra-observer error) and examing many individuals. 

Therefore, it seems likely that any variation detected is 

variation among the karyotypes of individuals. 
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The Modal Karyotype of the Chimpanzee 

In this section I present the modal karyotype of 

the chimpanzee, following the numerical system adopted in 

the Paris Conference (1971); Supplement (1975). I hope the 

descriptions and diagrams given here will permit future 

workers in primate cytogenetics to identify specific chromo

somes rapidly and unambiguously, for example, in somatic 

cell hybrids. With only the Paris Conference diagrams as 

guides, it is not all that easy a job to identify each 

chimpanzee chronosomej the Yunis et ale (1980) and Yunis 

and Prakash (1982) "high resolution" diagrams which differ 

from each other present more bands than are visible under 

even the most favorable of circumstances. This section 

should consequently be viewed as an identification key for 

the most prevalent form of each chimpanzee chromosome, both 

among individuals and among spreads, based on an inspection 

of nearly 300 karyotypes. 

Certainly the number of G-bands visible along the 

length of any chromosome will vary with the degree of con

traction of that chromosome. At the upper limits ofcontrac

tion few details of the chromosome are evident and little 

more than mere identification is possible. At the lower 

limits of contraction (the "high resolution" prometaphase 

chromosomes) so many bands are apparently visible that it 

may be difficult to discern patterns unambiguously. Further, 

the fact that heterochromatin (used broadly) is more densely 
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coiled than euchromatin makes the relationship between light 

and dark bands in long (early metaphase) chromosomes some

what different from their relationship in short (late meta

phase) chromosomes. That is, a euchromatic zone in a con

densed chromosome will appear to be proportionately larger 

than the same zone of the same chromosome in a more extended 

state. Thus, the euchromatic zone of Pan 5p may occupy from 

30% to 40% of the length of the short arm, depending upon 

the degree of contraction of the chromosome. This may be 

considered a kind of "developmental allometry" of chromo

somes and complicates comparisons among different spreads. 

All published studies of the chimpanzee karyotype 

to date compare the chimpanzee chromosomes individually to 

the human chromosomes, yet none describes the features 

characteristic of each chimpanzee chromosome. As a conse

quence, such work is preoccupied with the question of how 

to differentiate a given chimpanzee chromosome from its 

human counterpart - but not how to tell one chimpanzee chro

mosome from another. The latter question is addressed in 

this section and is considered to be antecedent to the other 

question, as the ambiguity documented in Table I has al

ready suggested. 

The chromosomes in Figure 4 are presented in three

tones: black, white and stippled. The white represents 

euchromatic areas of particularly high contrast on a 

given chromosome (G-band light). The black represents dark 
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G-bands, and-the stippled areas represent zones where thin 

bands may sometimes be resolvable, but no distinct and 

clea.r bands are regularly detected. These diagrams repre

sent a compromise between high detail, i.e., exceptionally 

good preparations which may reveal features somewhat unclear 

in ordinary preparations, and average detail. Consequently, 

some bands described as single bands in the text, such as 

the three bands on 8q, may occasionally be resolvable into 

thinner multiple bands and are diagrammed accordingly. 

Chromosomes 1-6 form a series of large metacentric 

and submetacentric chromosomes in approximately descending 

size. Chromosome 1 in the chimpanzee is easily distin

guished as it is the largest in the karyotype and slightly 

submetacentric. It lacks the autapomorphous C-band near 

the centromere characteristic of the human homolog. As a 

consequence, the long arm of Homo 1 is the short arm of 

Pan 1, due-to the addition of this material in Homo. Pan 1 

has two broad, obvious, dark bands in the p-arm and a large 

euchromatic area on the distal portion of the q-arm. 

Chromosome 2 in the chimpanzee is nearly a literal 

metacentric and is the second largest chromosome. These 

two characters make it readily distinguishable from the 

rest of the chromosomes. It also has two bright euchromatic 

regions, one on each arm, equidistant from the centromere. 

The telomere of the p-arm is lighter than that of the q-arm, 

which should allow for proper orientation. 
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Chromosomes 3 and 4 are occasionally difficult to 

distinguish since both are fairly large submetacentrics. The 

p-arm of chromosome 3 has two dark bands at the distal end 

and a clear band near the centromere, whereas 4p rarely has 

any strong distinct bands except a single one near the tip. 

Conversely, while 3q usually has no distinctive, easily 

recognizable features, 4q may be distinguished by a zone con

sisting of three dark bands near the middle of the arm. 

Chromosome 5 has a bright euchromatic zone near the 

center of the p-arm which makes it one of the easiest chro

mosomes in the chimpanzee kary,)type to recognize. In poor 

preparations it may be confused with chromosome 4 to which 

it is very similar in arm ratio. 

Chromosome 6 is distinguishable by a dark band near 

the tip of the p-arrn and two broad dark bands trisecting 

the q-arm. Additionally, an interstitial band in the q-arm 

of this chromosome is visible under C-banding, a phenomenon 

which has no counterpart in the human karyotype. 

Chromosomes 7-11 form a group of nearly equal size 

and shape, again in approximately descending size. Chromo

some 7 has a complex pattern of bands, usually with only one 

sharp, dark band near the distal end of the q-arm. Chromo

some 8, of identical size and shape, has an easily identi

fiable q-arrn with three clear dark G-banded regions. 



Chromosome 9 is easily recognized by its bright 

euchromatic region on the proximal end of the q-arm and the 

two distinct broad bands below it. 

Chromosome 10 is nearly identical in size and shape 

to chromosome 9 but may be recognized by a broad band in 
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the p-arm, a bright euchromatic zone proximal to that, and 

the bright euchromatic distal end of the q-arm. In prepara

tions of poor quality, the similarity of this chromosome to 

the X-chromosome, particularly in the p-arm, occasionally 

makes distinguishing them difficult. In males this is easily 

overcome: since the male is hemizygous for the sex chromo

somes, the X and the two lOs can be aligned, and the odd 

chromosome is the X. In females, with two pairs of chro

mosomes to be distinguished, the most distinctive feature of 

the X-chromosomes is that the centromere usually bisects a 

euchromatic area bounded by the dark band in the p-arm, and 

a dark double band in the q-arm. 

Chromosome 11 is the smallest in this series of 

medium sized submetacentrics (7-11), being scarcely larger 

than chromosome 18 with which it may easily be confused. 

Chromosome 11 has a bright euchromatic distal p-arm with two 

sharp dark bnds on that arm and two more sharp G-bands near 

the tip of the q-arm. It may be distinguished from chromo

some 18 additionally by (1) size, (2) greater intensi~y of 

banding, and (3) a double band on the proximal q-arm. 

Interestingly, chromosome 11 is distinctly smaller than its 
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human homolog because of the autapomorphous heterochromatin 

on the proximal part of Homo 9q. 

Chromosomes 12-17 form a series of medium-sized 

very submetacentric and acrocentric chromosomes. I will use 

lIacrocentric" in a restricted sense to refer only to those 

chromosomes bearing satellites. Chromosomes 12 and 13 may 

be the most difficult in the chimpanzee karYitype to distin

guish from each other. Indeed, this may be ~he source of 
! 

some confusion in the gene-mapping literatur~ over the human 

homolog to these chromosomes (P.L. Pearson, p,ersonal commu-

nication; Marks, 1983b). 

Both chromosomes 12 and 13 are very' E;ubmetacentric, 

though not satellited, and have distal p-armE which stain 

darkly under C-banding but lightly under G-banding. They 

are thus heterochromatic in the strict sens.e. Chromosome 

13 is the longer of the two and both have farily complex 

banding patterns. Chromosome 12 has a broad double-band 

near the center of the q-arm and a sharp dark band distal 

to that. Chromosome 13 has a pair of sharp bands on its 

• 
distal q-arm, but these are closer together and closer to 

the tip than the two broad bands in 12q. 

Chromosome 14 is easily differentiated. It is the 

largest satellited chromosome -in the chimpanzee karyotype 

and carries two dark G-bands in the distal half of the q-arm. 

Like chromosome 6, this chromosome also has an autapomor-

phous interstitial C-band in the q-arm. 
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Chrornosome 15 is also satelli ted. 

a pair of G-bands on the proximal portion 

dark clear band near the tip. 

The q-arm carries 

and a single 

Chromosome 16 has a very small p-arm and though 

homologous to satellited chromosomes in the human and gorilla, 

is not itself satellited. It has two dark bands in the prox

imal half of the q-arm, and usually no resolvable clear bands 

in the distal half. The p-arm in poor preparations may be 

indistinguishable from the satellited true acrocentrics; 

nevertheless, this chromosome is not observed to participate 

in satellite associations. 

Chromosome 17 is the smallest in this series of sub

metacentric and acrocentric chromosomes and does possess a 

satellite. It has a regular series of bands down the length 

of the q-arm; these may be resolvable into a pair of bands 

near the center and another pair at the distal end. 

Chromosomes 18-21 are small, submetacentric and 

generally do not stain deeply with G-banding except at the 

centromere. Chromosome 18 may usually be distinguished by 

two thin bands in the p-arm and two clearer bands in the 

q-arm. The distal end of the q-arm is usually brightly 

euchromatic " 

Chromosome 19 is actually slightly longer than 18 

and is easily differentiated by the very diffuse banding in 

the p-arm and the presence of three thin bands in the mid

dle of the q-arm. 
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Chromosome 20 frequently has no distinctive features 

other than the absence of stain in the arms and darkly 

stained centromere and telomeres. Thin bands may occasion

ally be resolved in the p-anr q-arms. 

Chromosome 21, the most submetacentric of this 

series, will nearly always manifest a single band in the p

arm and two bands in the q-arm. 

Chromosome 22 is shorter than chromosome 23. Both 

are small acrocentrics. Chromosome 22 generally stains more 

darkly and has a broader, darker and more proximal G-band in 

the q-arm than 23. 

The X-chromosome has been described above. The 

Y-chromosome is easy to distinguish, as it is the smallest 

chromosome in the karyotype, unpaired and nearly featureless. 

Its form, however, is highly variable and may appear to be 

metacentric or any degree of submetacentric. Most frequent

ly it appears as moderately submetacentric. 

Warburton et al. (1973) calculated the centromeric 

indices of the chimpanzee chromosomes based upon examination 

of a single individual's karyotype. In Table 5, I have 

chosen ten representatives of each chromosome from my sample 

of karyotype~ selected on the basis of straightness (i.e., 

ease of measurement) and, therefore, randomly with respect 

to individual, and calculated the centromeric indices de

fined as length of p-arm divided by total chromosome length. 

In my calculations, the satellite of an acrocentric 
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chromosome is counted as part of the p-arm of the chromosome. 

Dlfferences between my centromeric lndlces and those 

calculatea by Waruurton et al. may be attributable to two 

factors. Flrst, our methods of measurement were different. 

The earlier study laid the chromosomes out upon a grid, 

while I measured them directly with a Helios dial caliper to 

the nearest 0.1 rom. Second, the earlier study relied upon 

several measurements of the same individual's chromosomes, 

while I measured the chromosomes of different individuals. 

Although the differences between our respective values are 

not great, Warburton et al. did not give a measure of disper

sion around their centromeric index values, and it is there

fore unreasonable to attempt to quantify the amount of dif

ferencebetween our two sets of measurements. 

The only notable differences between my centromeric 

indices and those of Warburton et al (1973) occur in the 

measurement of the acrocentric chromosomes, where my values 

are consistently greater in the direction of metacentricity. 

This may be due to the fact that I included the satellite as 

part of the p-arm. If only the p-arm proximal to the satel

lite is measured, the values become much more similar to 

those obtained in the earlier study. 

variation in the Chromosomes of Chimpanzees 

In analyzing the karyotypes of 25 chimpanzees, it is 

my operating assumption that most, if not all, of the 
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Table 5. Centromeric Indices of the chimpanzee chromosomes. 

Chromosome Warburton Present Standard 
Number et al. 1973 Study (Mean) Deviation 

1 44.9 42.6 2.9 
2 47.3 48.2 1.5 
3 41.3 40.1 1.9 
4 36.4 37.8 2.9 
5 38.3 38.0 2.1 
6 41.3 42.4 2.6 
7 35.2 37-.3 2.0 
8 34.4 39.3 3.8 
9 39.0 38.6 2.7 

10 42.0 44.1 2.0 
11 45.4 43.6 3.5 
12 22.6 27.4 1.9 
13 18.6 24.1 3.5 
14 9.1 12.3 3.8 
15 14.0 14.8 2.0 
16 15.6 22.6 1.2 
17 17.8 21.5 5.7 
18 43.7 45.4 3.7 
19 47.7 46.3 3.5 
20 47.1 47.5 2.7 
21 45.6 40.4 3.2 
22 20.8 23.5 6.4 
23 15.2 19.1 4.7 

X 40.3 38.7 3.1 
Y 42.1 39.1 6.2 



variants detected will be in heterozygous form. Since any 

variant is presumed to be uncommon relative to the modal 

form of the chromosome, basic population genetics will dic-

tate that the frequency of the heterozygote (2pq) should be 

far greater than the frequency of the variant homozygote 

2 
(p ). Therefore, as a first approximation in the analysis 
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of these karyotypes, observable variation between homologous 

chromosomes in a given individual was assumed to be the 

most reliable indication of variation in the species. Homo-

zygous variations would be more difficult to detect, insofar 

as no variation would be found within a given karyotype. 

No inversions or trans locations were detected in the 

sample of 25 common chimpanzees studied. Figures 12 through 

36 (Appendix 1) show a G-band karyotype of each of the chim-

panzees. Chimpanzees thus do not seem to have extensive 

chromosomal rearrangements diversifying the genetic make-up 

of the species, as, for example, the owl monkeys apparently 

have (Ma, 1983). 

The most frequently observed variation under G-

banding involved the size of NORs at the tips of the acro-

centric chromosomes. The evolutionary and genetic mechan-

isms by which these variants of originate and proliferate 

are not understood but have been given the name "concerted 

evolution" (Arnheim et al., 1980). These variants are very 

common in humans, and the most obvious variants in the 

chimpanzee sample under G-banding were: 22 in CDC 1221; 15 
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and 23 in PFA 2044; 15 in PFA 2037; 14 in PFA 1049; 23 in 

PFA 1014; 17 in PFA 1035; and 14 in 1026. All of these 

heteromorphs are easily visible in the G-band preparations. 

Ag-NOR studies on the nucleolar organizer regions of the 

chimpanzees were performed as described above. While this 

study did not permit the identification of individual chro-

mosomes, it did provide some quantitative data on NOR varia-

tion and distribution. In Table 6, these data are presented. 

Chromosomes bearing NORs were grouped into two size classes, 

long (i.e., 14, 15 and 17) and short (i.e., 22 and 23). Ten 

cells for each specimen were then scored for number of NOR-

bearing chromosomes and size of NOR (scored on an arbitrary 

scale of 0, absent; 1, small; 2, medium; and 3, large). The 

mode and range for each specimen are also given. The maxi-

mum number of NORs observed in any given cell was 10 although 

this was only seen in 4 of 250 cells analyzed. 

The NOR data (Figure 5) are difficult to present as 

either supporting or refuting hypotheses based upon the G-

band data except in the extremest of cases. The large 
• 

marker NOR on chromosome 15 of PFA 2037 showed a large 

silver grain in the NOR study as well and the marker 22 of 

PFA 2044 never showed a silver grain. Nevertheless, the 

"frequency of large dots" as implied by Table 6 does not 

seem to correspond well with the apparent NOR variants 

visible in the G-banded preparations. The reasons for this 



are: (1) only about 60-70% of NORs are stained in any given 

cell by the Ag-NOR protocol; and (2) the Ag-NOR scoring was 

for absolute size of the NOR while the G-band analysis was 

for relative NOR size of the chromosomal homologs. 

The Q-banding analyses by Warburton et al. (1973) 

and by Lin et al. (1973) found variation in the brilliantly 

fluorescent material on the short arm of the chimpanzee 

acrocentrics, and those are presumably equivalent to the 

variants described above. These studies, however, did not 

distinguish between heteromorphs of the chromosome satel

lites and of the C-band positive short arm just proximal 

to it. Quinacrine stains both of these areas brilliantly, 

and they are consequently indistinguishable by such a tech

nique. However, although satellite variation is common in 

humans, variation in the size of the p-arm proximal to the 

satellite is not as common. 

The most obvious variant encountered in this pro

ject was the marker chromosome in PFA 2044 in which the 

entire short arm of chromosome 22 is absent (Figure 6). 

This chromosome was neither observed to participate in 

satellite associations, nor observed to have an NOR by Ag

NOR study, nor to have a prominent C-band. Under C-banding 

the chromosome appears only to have a faint band at the 

centromere, considerably less intense than the C-band at 

the q-arm telomere. It thus appears, for all intents 

and purposes, to be a true telocentric chromosome. 
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Table 6. Ag-NOR analysis of chimpanzee samp1e'* 
(following Hutchison, 1982) 

Long Short 
Chromosomes Chromosomes 

Subject 3 2 1 3 2 1 Mode Range 

PFA 1036 7 27 7 0 20 7 7 5-9 
PFA 1044 
PFA 2031 3 28 10 1 19 4 7 4-8 
PFA 2043 
PFA 2004 3 28 9 6 12 9 5,8 5-9 
PFA 1004 10 39 6 1 12 17 8,9 8-10 
PF1\ 1006 2 22 12 0 13 4 4,5 4-8 
PFA 2003 4 19 13 0 16 10 7 5-8 
PFA 10 Ill, 2 32 3 2 16 9 7 5-7 
PFA 1025 6 29 9 1 17 9 7 6-8 
PFA 1015 
PFA 1026 4 26 8 3 20 4 6,7 .4-9 
PFA 1038 9 26 8 0 14 9 7,8 4-9 
PFA 2038 3 24 9 6 10 5 7 3-8 
PFA 2037 7 22 6 2 13 4 6 4-7 
PFA 2034 4 25 13 4 12 8 7 3-8 
CDC 1220 4 24 14 2 14 1 5 5-8 
CDC 1216 10 33 5 0 18 13 8 5-9 
CDC 1239 12 17 12 2 15 8 6 4-9 
CDC 1182 6 24 11 0 15 5 6 5-8 
CDC 1221 1 26 12 3 11 8 7 3-9 
CDC 1183 7 24 13 3 17 4 6 5-9 
CDC 1240 1 16 18 9 10 11 6,7,8,9 3-9 
PFA2044 3 29 15 0 12 4 6 5-8 
PFA 2045 9 25 8 1 16 3 6,7 4-8 
PFA 1049 2 28 3 5 20 6 7 5-8 
PFA 2026 4 26 8 0 21 9 5 3-10 
PFA 1035 13 19 8 2 14 5 7 4-7 

* 10 cells/individual were analyzed. A score of "3" refers 
to a large NOR; "2" to a medium-sized NOR; and "1" to 
a small NOR. 
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Figure 5. Nucleolar organizers revealed by Ag-NOR stain. 
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The apparent size of the p-arm element proximal to 

the satellite was found to vary for all acrocentric chromo

somes. The most obvious of these variants are: chromosome 

22 in PFA 1026 and PFA 1004; 23 in PFA 1025 and CDC 1~83; 15 

in.PFA 2037; 17 in PFA 1035; and 17 in CDC 1049. 

Besides the acrocentric p-arms, other C-band regions 

were found to vary as well. As mentioned briefly in Chapter 

1, the champanzee possesses a C-banding pattern strikingly 

different from that of the human. Both genera possess C

positive heterochromatin at the centromere of each chromo

some. In addition, the human karyotype has deposits of such 

material in proximal lq, 9q, l6q and distal Yq. 'The chim

panzee instead has deposits at the telomeres of many chro

mosomes, a situation encountered as well in the gorilla. In 

Pan troglodytes these C-bands are found prominently on the 

tips of 7p, 8p, lOp, l2p, l3p, l4p, l5p, l6p, l7p, l8pq, 

19pq, 20pq, 2lpq, 22pq and 23 pq. Fainter bands are usually 

visible on the tip of 6p, 9p and llq. Additional intersti

tial C-bands are usually found in the proximal part of l4q 

and near the center of 6q. However, particularly in the 

latter, the interstitial band may vary greatly in intensity. 

Weak telomeric C-bands were also seen irregularly on 5p 

and very rarely on 2p. 

Several of these C-banded areas were heteromorphic. 

For example, only on CDC 1014 were the terminal bands on 

8p of notably different size; only on PFA 2003 were the 
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Figure 6. Chromosomes 22 of PFA 2044. 
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terminal bands of lOp of notably different size; only on 

PFA 2004 and CDC 1239 were those on 9p perceptibly different 

(Figure 7); and only on CDC 1183 and PFA 1025 were the 

C-bands on 23p significantly different. 

Despite these heteromorphisms, only a single true 

polymorphism in C-banding pattern was detected: for chromo

some 19. Here, all homozygotes had a prominent band on 19p 

and a slightly weaker band on 19q. However, eight individ

uals (PFA 1035, 2026, 2034, 1006 and CDC 1014, 1220, 1216 

and 1182) were seen to be heterozygous for a variant with an 

abnormally large C-band on the p-arm and none in the q-arm 

(Figure 8). 

The Y-chromosome was also seen to vary in apparent 

size and shape although unlike the human Y, it is not promin

ently C-band positive. Twelve of the individuals examined 

were male. The Y-chromosome, usually somewhat submetacen

tric, was ordinarily dwarfed by the smallest acrocentric 

(22). However, the Y-chromosome was approximately the same 

size as chromosome 22 in PFA 2003 and metacentric as well 

in that individual and several others. 
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Figure 7. Sequential G- and C-banding of chromosomes 9 
of PFA 2004 showing heteromorphic short arm 
telomere. 
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Figure 8. Sequential G- and C-banding of Chromosomes 19 
of CDC 1014 showing polymorphic ·telomeric 
heterochromatin. 
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CHAPTER 5 

DISCUSSION 

The few studies of within-species variation in 

catarrhine karyotypes have produced results highly in accor-

dance with the idea that the predominance o~ structural 

changes of the chromosomes is generally rel~ted to mode of 

speciation through the population structure land ecology of 

the species in question (White et al., 1967; White, 1968; 

Arnason, 1972; Marks, 1983b, in press). In accordance also 

with the synthetic theory of evolution, witt,in-species 

(microevolutionary) differences in primate karyotypes tend 

to parallel between-species (macroevolutionary) differences. 

Thus, the semi-terrestrial papionine monkeys are character-

ized by very little, ifany, structural chromosomal differ-

ences among species (Dutrillaux et aI, 1982). And in a sur-

vey of 110 baboons (Papiocynocephalus), Soulie and de Grouchy 

(1981) found no significant variations. Additionally, 

Stanyon et ale (1980) found very minor variants in one maca-

que species; and Small and Smith (1983) found no chromosomal 

variants in a sample of 26 macaques which had died peri-

natally. 

In the genus Hylobates, however, the four species 

presently recognized (H. lar, H.syndactylus, H. concolor, 
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and H. hoolock) differ radically from one another in karyo

type. And this interspecific diversity appears to be present 

intraspecifically as well. Tantravahi et a1. (1975) studied 

a single Hylobaesl'ar mo'l'och gibbon and found it to be an 

inversion heterozygote (the single !:!.. lar lar individual was 

homozygous for all chromosomes). Couturier et ale (1982) 

studies eight hylobatids: their only siamang had "un inver

sion ou un autre remaniement intrachromosomique plus complexe" 

(Couturier et al., 1982:7). Further, a specimen identified 

as a hybrid between two subspecies of Hylobatesconcolor 

had a heterozygous reciprocal translocation. Van Tuinen and 

Ledbetter (1983) studied four hylobatids and found a speci

men of Hylobates lar agil'is heterozygous for two rearrange

ments. 

Orangutans, solitary dispersed primates, were found 

by Seuanez et ale (1979) to be differentiated cytotcpconomi

cally into their two subspecies on the basis of one inver

sion and to have a floating polymorphism of another more 

complex rearrangement in both subspecies (Seuanez et al., 

1976) • 

Chimpanzees are among the most extensively studied 

mammalian species as to their social habits, but these 

socio-ecological studies have not been woven into the geneti

cal evolution of chimpanzees, much less cast as foundations 

for inquiries about their chromosomal evoluation. That is 

what I wish to attempt here: to predict grossly, on the 
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basis of their social structure, the extent of intra-

specific variation in the karyotypes of the chimpanzee and 

to compare this prediction with the actual results presented 

in the last chapter. 

The earliest chimpanzee field study is recorded in 

the classic monograph by Henry Nissen (1931) and most of his 

original observations have been supported and quantified over 

the intervening decades. Nissen, for example, was outrightly 

skeptical of the family as any simple chimpanzee social unit: 

It is gospel among the natives that a chimpanzee 
group consists of the male leader, his wives and 
children. The family of the French Guinea negro is 
thus constituted, which makes it probable that his 
observations of the apes are strongly tainted by 
anthropomorphic interpretation. In six instances I 
was able to determine that there were at least two 
mature males present in a group. These observa
tions certainly do not exclude the possibility that 
a chimpanzee band is composed of a polygamous male 
and his family, since a male may well have one or 
more mature sons, but they do lend some probability 
to alternative explanations. The extreme possi
bility, that neither male nor female chimpanzee 
is limited to a single mate, even temporarily, 
has never been satisfactorily disproven, as far as 
I know (Nissen 1931:l8). 

Although the widespread presence of such IIfamilioid" group-

ings of wild chimpanzees was suggested by Azuma and 

Toyoshima (1961-2), they have been denied with virtual 

unanimity by subsequent field workers. 

Nissen did not note the ephemeral nature of most 

chimpanzee social interactions (IIRegarding the stability 

and permanence of groups, my observations allow of no 



concl usion I, Nissen 1931: 17), out di.d note the number of 

individuals comprising ordinary social groups (lithe lowest 

number is four, the highest is fourteen and the average is 

8.5," Nissen 1931:17). 
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Modern field studies of the species date effectively 

from Kortlandt's (1962) observations from a treetop perch 

80 feet above the forest floor. The first reports by 

Goodall (1962) and Reynolds (.1963) were followed by a number 

of intensive field investigations of chimpanzee social 

structure throughout the decade. The cursory discussion of 

chimpanzee society which follows is derived from the following 

sources: Reynolds, 1963i Nishida, 1968 1970; Sugiyama, 1968; 

1969; Izawa, 1970; Kano, 1971, Goodall, 1968; 1971; Baldwin 

and Teleki, 1973; Wrangham, 1975, Teleki et al., 1976; 

Baldwin et al., 1982; and Tutin et al., 1983. 

Chimpanzees live in major groupings of 20-80 individ

uals, commonly called "social cOTIIDlunities," although other 

phrases have been used to denote this aggregate. These 

communities are spacially and socially distinguishable, but 

between-community migration, usually by females, is a regular 

occurrence (Pusey, 1979). Home ranges of these communities 

overlap, which may be why such genetic contact between popu

lations occurs. 

Within each of these persistent and stable communi

ties, social interactions are considerably more ephemeral. 

These smaller groups vary in size and dispersion according 
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to seasonal and ecological factors. Nishida (1968) tersely 

noted three crucial aspects of these transient associations: 

". (1) joining and parting is an intra-entire-group phenomenon; 

(2) the temporary nature of subgroups; (3) the indefiniteness 

of membership of subgroups." 

These temporary associations may be classified as: 

1. Mothers and infnats. 

2. Adults without mothers or infants. 

3. Bands of males. 

4. Mixed groups. 

5. solitary individuals (Reynolds 1963; Nishida 

1968; Tutin et ale 1983). 

These associations characterize the social community so that 

it is paradoxically "only recognizable and definable in terms 

of the matrix of its constantly changing sub-units" (Tutin 

et ale 1983). 

The mating associations are known only in fairly 

broad terms. Pair-bonding, which would curtail gene flow 

by restricting the number of potential mates, is not known 

for chimpanzees. They are instead apparently quite promis

cuous, and as a result, paternity is ordinarily impossible 

to determine. 

Females in estrus solicit and copulate with several 

different males in the same day and the same male may mate 

with several different females. Dominance has only a vague 

relationship to probability of reproductive success, 

• 
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apparently unlike the case of the savannah baboons. 

If we conceive of a continuum whereby the monogamous 

gibbons, with very low effective population sizes and low 

levels of gene flow, occuPy one end and the papionines, with 

large polygynous troops and male transfer between troops, 

occupy the other end, the question may be posed as to where 

chimpanzees fallon such a continuum. From the above dis

cussion, it should be evident that with large populations, 

promiscuity and inter-troop transfer, the chimpanzees more 

closely resemble the papionines in social structure than they 

do the gibbons. 

If diversity of karyotype is a consequence of socio

ecological structure (Marks, 1983b; in press), we might hypo

thesize that chimpanzees should have few trans locations and 

inversions discernible as do the papionines. That is, 

the pattern of within-species variation in the chimpanzees 

should be more similar to that of the taxon they resemble 

socio-ecologically. In this case, the group the chimpanzees 

more closely resemble socio-ecologically is the taxon they 

are more distant from phylogenetically. Thus, the extent of 

karyotype variation should not be a property of the macro

evolutionary clade to which chimpanzees belong but a proper

ty of their microevolutionary social structure. 

I wish to make a distinction at this point between 

the kinds of differences observable in karyotypes and their 

relation to the problem of explaining karyotypic diversity 
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among clades. The kinds of karyotypic differences I am con

cerned with here are structural differences, that is to say, 

inversions, trans locations , fusions and fission - for their 

microevolutionary dynamics are fairly well known. The karyo

typic variations which reflect primarily repetitive DNA 

content, such as C-banding regions and nucleolar organizer 

variations, are not well understood from a microevolutionary 

viewpoint and are very ambiguous phylogenetic markers for 

that reason. 

Thus, the working hypothesis of little variation 

among chimpanzee karyotypes refers specifically to the 

occurrence of structural differences and is open with re

spect to the repetitive DNA variations. 

If the tempo of karyotype evolution in these organ

isms is a property of their microevolutionary structure, the 

concept of "karyotypic orthoselection" (that similar kinds 

of chromosomal rearrangements predomiante in certain clades) 

nevertheless suggests that' the mode of chromosomal varia

tion may be a property of their macroevolutionary structure. 

That is to say, the extent of detectable structural changes, 

such as inversions and translocations, may be expected to 

parallel the baboon example, but the kinds of variants 

detectable across individuals should be similar to the 

kinds of variants found in the chimpanzee's close relatives. 

The tempo of karyotype evolution in the chimpanzee 

is apparently slower than that of its relative, the gibbon, 
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as judged by' the amount of polymorphism for structural 

rearrangements. Where many of the gibbons karyotyped to 

date have been heterozygous for inversions, trans locations 

and more complex structural rearrangements, no such rearrange

ments are detectable in this sample of 25 chimpanzees. At 

the other extreme, while no significant differences were 

detected among over a hundred baboons studied by Soulie and 

de Grouchy (1981), some few karyotypic idiosyncracies were 

noted in this sample of chimpanzees. 

It thus appears that the extent of karyotypic diver

sity within the genus Pan more closely approximates the 

genus it socially resembles (Pap'io) than the genus with which 

it is more closely allied phylogenetically (Hylobates). The 

extent of obvious karyotypic diversity thus seems to be 

dependent upon microevolutionary variables, the social and 

ecological relationships of the species, rather than upon 

any macroevolutionary variable, such as the amount of karyo

typic diversity in the clade to which the species belongs. 

This conclusion is predicted by the speciation model of 

chromosomal evolution, discussed at the beginning of this 

chapter; that is to say, chimpanzees are apparently not 

among those primates being karyotypically differentiated 

into incipient species. 

Despite the absence of structural chromosomal varia

tion in this sample, the NOR variants and C-band variations 

most common in Homo sapiens (the primate whose chromosomes 
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have been most intensively studied) are indeed the most com

mon karyotypic variations in Pan troglodytes as well. The 

specific chromosomes bearing NORs are different and the 

specific C-band positive regions are quite different between 

the two species, but the evolutionary generalization remains 

the same. 

One curious finding is the variation in Y-chromosome 

morphology in the chimpanzee. This parallels such a finding 

in the human, but the variation in the human is generally 

considered to be a result of the large C-band positive 

region on distal Yq. This region is absent in the chimpan

zee, yet the morphology of the chromosome varies from meta

centric to very submetacentric and varies in size as well. 

The chromosomal variation detected in the sample of 

chimpanzees may be either within-group variation, between

group variation or some combination of the two. For exam

ple, the variant chromosome 19 found as 8 of the chromosomes 

19 in this sample is most likely explainable as a polymor

phism in the species. On the other hand, the variant chro

mosome 10 found in PFA 2003 may be either an idiosyncratic 

heteromorph or the result of admixture between different 

populations of Pan troglodytes, insofar as this individual 

is reported to be a schweinfurth chimpanzee (J. Fritz, 

personal communication, April 4, 1983), the only one in the 

sample. A brief digression into chimpanzee systematics thus 

seems to be in order. 
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Hill '(1969) reviewed the nineteenth-century taxono

mic studies of the chimpanzee, which were characterized by 

great confusion. There was little agreement over either the 

number or the names of the various species of chimpanzees. 

The first important study of the present century was that of 

Elliot (1913) who recognized the priority of the generic name 

Pan (Oken, 1816) over S'imia (Linnaeus, 1758) or Troglodytes 

(E. Geoffroy, 1812). However, Elliot did not alleviate any 

of the systematic problems bearing on the number of chimpan

zee species; indeed, he recognized no fewer than 13 of them, 

10 names and 3 unmaed. Coolidge (1933) incorporated the 

pygmy chimpanzee (previously discovered and named by Schwarz) 

into the English literature on chimpanzees. The group was 

then collapsed by Schwarz (1934) into a single species, Pan 

satyrus (Elliot, 1912) with four subspecies: P. 8. verus 

~. ~. schweinfurthi, ~. ~.satyrus and P. s. paniscus. The 

trivial name satyrus, however, had already been declared a 

nomen nudum in Opinion 114 of the International Committee on 

Zoological Nomenclature (1929). Although Pan troglodytes is 

now the accepted name of the species, all subsequent taxonomy 

of chimpanzees is based upon Schwarz's classification. 

Among modern scholars, Napier and Napier (1967) 

recognized two species, Pan troglodytes and ~. paniscus, 

dividing the former into three subspecies: ~. ~. troglodytes, 

P. t. verus and P. t. schweinfurthi. Hill (1967) recognized 

the additional subspecies P. t. koolokamba which had also 
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been called P. t. calvus. However, Horn (1979) denies"the 

species status accorded to P"an paniscus by Allen (1939) and 

accords it only subspecies status. 

The picture which emerges is one of considerable 

polytypy in the genus P"an recognized at arbitrary taxonomic 

levels. Identification of specimens generally relies upon 

facial characteristics. This variation is mediated geo

graphically (Figure 9) and serves to undermine any facile 

view that there is merely "a common" and "a pygmy" chimpan

zee to be compared with each other. 

It is onto this deceptively complex picture of 

chimpanzee systematics that the present study of chimpanzee 

cytogenetics must be superimposed and for this reason, I 

studied the chromosomes of three pygmy chimpanzees (here 

designated as PPA 900, 901 and 782) from fibroblast cultures. 

The p-arm heterochromatin on chromosome 23 is reported to be 

a distinctive feature of the pygmy chimpanzee karyotype 

(Hamerton et al., 1963) and indeed appears to be so from the 

pygmy chimpanzees I examined. Nevertheless, CDC 1182 and 

PFA 1025 of the Pan troglodytes sample appeared to be heter

omorphic for this very feature. Figure 10 shows chromosome 

23 from PPA 900 alongside the heteromorph from PFA 1025. 

Since this chromosome was detected as two of the 

fifty chromosomes 23 surveyed, we may estimate its frequency 

in the species Pan troglodytes to be somewhat greater than 

4% when consideration is taken of the relatedness of some of 
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Figure 9. Subspecfic variation in Pan troglodytes 
(after Hill, 1967). 
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the chimpanzees. Particularly interesting in the present 

context is the report by Bogart and Benirschke (1977b) that 

in a family of eight pygmy chimpanzees, the Q-band intense 

region of chromosome 23 was polymorphic. Again recalling 

that Q-band intensity does not distinguish between C-band 

positive areas and NORs, this may be an indication that the 

heterochromatic p-arm of chromosome 23 in' Pan paniscus may 

not be monomorphic. Indeed, Bogart and Benirschke (1977b) 

interpret the Q-brilliance as constitutive heterochromatin. 

If the 23p of Pan panisCi1s exists in an appreciable 

frequency in Pan troglodytes, and vice-versa, it follows 

that the character is not an infallible cytotaxonomic marker 

as it has previously been considered. That is, the chromo-

some was presumed to be "fixed" in each species. 

Three hypotheses 'may be advanced to account for the 

presence of the "wrong" chromosome 23 in each species. 

First, this may be an indication of gene flow between Pan 

paniscus and Pan troglodytes. Interbreeding in the wild 

between the two taxa, although not ~ priori unreasonable, 
• 

has not been reported. Second, the derived species (pre-

sumably ~. paniscus) might have arisen from a population of 

chimpanzees already polymorphic for the character. The re-

suIting differential frequencies in the populations could 

then be attribued to sampling error of the original poly-

morphism. Third, the heterochromatic p-arm could be homo-

plastic in the two taxa, the results of parallel mutation. 
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Figure 10. Chromosome 23 of PPA 900 and PFA 1025. 



This would require the loss of heterochromatin in some 23p 

chromosomes in Pan paniscus and its gain in some of Pan 

troglodytes. Although less parsimonious than the other 
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two explanations, it is important to remember that the heter

ochromatic regions are highly variable and it is, therefore, 

not altogether unreasonable to suggest evolution in parallel 

for this character. 

Three other chromosomes are given by Dutrillaux et 

al (1975) as differing between the pygmy and'cornmon Chimpan

zee. Chromosome 14 is shorter in P. paniscus, identical to 

Homo 13, and apparently lacks the autapomorphous interstitial 

C-band characteristic of the common chimpanzee honolog 

(Bo'gart and Benirschke, 1977a). C-banding was not performed 

on the present sample of Pan paniscus, but the G-banding I 

observed indicated that the Pan paniscus chromosome is, 

indeed, shorter than the P. trogl'odytes chromosome. 

Chromosome 6 of the pygmy chimpanzee is said to have 

a deletion of two bands in the g-arm by Dutrillaux et ale 

(l975) and/or an inversion in the q-arm by Stanyon (1982). I 

was unable to replicate these observations; for all intents 

and purposes Pan troglodytes and Pan paniscus appeared iden

tical within the observable intra-specific range of varia

tion for this chromosome. Figure 11 shows a chromosome 6 

from PPA 900 alongside a chromosome 6 from PFA 1025. The 

interstitial C-band in the long arm of this chromosome is 

apparently present in both taxa. Bogart and Benirschke 
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(1977a) observed an interstitial C-band but recorded it as 

on "chromosome 4;" their photograph, nevertheless, indicates 

chromosome 6 and Miller (1977) interprets it this way. 

Finally, chromosome 13 in the pygmy chimpanzee is 

reported to differ from that of the common chimpanzee by 

virtue of its para-centromeric region (Dutrillaux et al., 

1975). That observation is here supported. I Pan paniscus 

l3q has a euchromatic centromeric area unlike the common 

chimpanzee and a single dark band in the p-arm, rather 

then two faint bands. I 

Clearly the evolutionary dynamics of! the chromo-
1 

somes of chimpanzees will not be fully elucidated until 

a within-species analysis of Pan paniscus isl performed 

and until a well-controlled cytogenetic survey of the geo-

graphic subspecies of common chimpanzees has been undertaken. 

For example, based on Figure 9, it is possible to predict 

that the chromosomes of some populations of Pan troglodytes 

woud have frequencies intermediate between those of Pan 

troglodytes troglodytes and Pan paniscus, if indeed gene 

flow is occurring between these various taxa. 

It will thus be paramount to understand the relationship 

between polymorphism and polytypy in chimpanzee cotygene-

Lics. It will then be interesting to replicate the compari-

son of the chromosomes of the genus Pan with its sister 

group, the genus Gorilla - particularly in the context of 

variation within each genus. 
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Figure 11. Chromosome 6 of PPA 900 and PFA 1025. 



CHAPTER 6 

CONCLUSIONS 

One of the major advances to emerge from the Dar

winian revolution was the substitution of "population think

ing" for "typological thinking" (Mayr, 1942; Hull, 1973) 

in dealing with trans-specific comparisons of characters. 

This encapsulates a philosophical difference between trans

specific studies which take microevolutionary variation into 

account, and those which tend to regard such variation as 

insignificant or irrelevant. 

The point was made in Chapters 1 and 2 that primate 

cytogenetics is one area of study in which typological 

assumptions (without, of course, the metaphysical pre

Darwinian trappings) are still pervasive. The present study 

has attempted to investigate the cytogenetics of a primate 

group by recourse to microevolutionary or intra-specific 

variation - which is to say, by recourse to population 

thinking. The title of this work, "Population Cytogenetics 

of the Common Chimpanzee, Pan troglodytes," may therefore 

be a little misleading, insofar as I have not attempted to 

study the cytogenetic structure of an actual breeding popu

lation of chimpanzees. Rather "population" in the title is 

there as an implicit contrast to "typological cytogenetics." 
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An analysis of the transmission of cytogenetic variants 

through an actual chimpanzee breeding population will cer

tainly be a valuable future study; the scope of the present 

work, however, has been to establish whether there is diver

sity in the karyotype of a sample of chimpanzees, and if so, 

to assess its nature. 

Twenty-five chimpanzees, representing slightly fewer 

than 50 independent haploid genomes (since some of the sub

jects were related to each other), were studied by G-banding, 

C-banding and Ag-NOR staining. This constitutes the largest 

sample of chimpanzees in a single study to date. No struc

tural rearrangements of the chromosomes were detected. 

Although no inversions, translocations, fusions or 

fissions were found among the 25 chimpanzees, several varia

tions in constitutive heterochromatin and nucleolar organi

zers were found. The most extreme example occurred in PFA 

2044 in which the heterochromatic NOR-bearing short arm of 

chromosome 22 appeared to be absent. Less extreme varia

tions in these genomic regions were noted in other individ

uals. For the most part, however, each of these variations 

was found in a single individual; that is, they were karyo

typic idiosyncracies rather than polymorphisms. One variant 

was found in eight individuals: a chromosome 19 with a sin

gle large C-band on the short arm telomere, instead of the 

small C-bands on both telomeres. Its frequency may be 



estimated at about 16-20% owing to the relatedness of some 

of the sUbjects. 
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One interesting variant found in two individuals was 

a chromosome 23 with a large, heterochromatic short arm. 

This variant is significant insofar as a chromosome 23 with 

a large heterochromatic p-arm has generally been regarded as 

an autapomorphous cytotaxonomic character in Pan paniscus. 

The discovery of this character in ~. troglodytes suggests 

that the cytotaxonomic distinction between the species may 

be quantitative rather than qualitative- in nature. 

In addition to the common chimpanzee sample, three 

pygmy chimpanzees were studied by G-banding. My results 

supported the observation that the most common forms of chro

mosomes 13, 14 and 23 differ between the two species. I 

failed, however, to note a significant difference between 

their chromosomes 6, which have also been reported to differ 

between the two forms of chimpanzee. 

C-banding of the chimpanzee has revealed considerable 

lability in the distribution of constitutive heterochro

matin. With regard to the telomeric distribution of this 

material, the present study does not agree entirely with 

any of the previous reports and these do not agree entirely 

with each other. One source of this disagreement may be 

that previous studies have relied on the C-banding of very 

few individuals to draw conclusions about the speci~s. In 

studying and characterizing the chromosomes of 25 
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chimpanzees, '1 observed a modal C-band pattern and variations 

of it such as the C-bands in the p-arm telomeres of chromo

somes 8, 9 and 10. It is not certain whether the telomeric 

C-bands in Pan troglodytes are distributed identically in 

Pan paniscus or in Gorilla gorilla. It will be useful to do 

a. similar study on these taxa/both of which are reported to 

have telomeric heterochromatin. 

The variation discovered in the heterochromatin and 

NORs of the common chimpanzee supports the view that these 

karyotypic regions can tolerate gains or losses of material 

without discernible· consequence to the organism. The Y

chromosome, however, is not heterochromatic in the chimpan

zee, yet was seen to vary in centromeric index and in size. 

Variation in the human Y is generally attributed to the 

agenic nature of its heterochromatic long arm. The obser

vation of variation in the euchromatic chimpanzee Y

chromosome may suggest a reconsideration of the standard 

explanation for variation of the human Y. Additionally, 

since the largest and most metacentric Y-chromosome was 

found in a chimpanzee of the subspecies Pan troglodytes 

schweinfurthi, it is possible that this character may vary 

among the chimpanzee subspecies. The investigation of this 

question would, of course, require a sample of chimpanzee 

males well controlled for taxonomi.c and/or geographic origin. 

The lack of structural variation in this sample of 

chimpanzee karyotypes is concordant 'with the idea that 
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extent of chromosomal structural diversity is related to 

social and ecological variables of the primate group under 

study. Thus, the chimpanzee, which ordinarily lives in large 

and promiscuous troops, has considerably less structural 

variation than appears to be the case in the monogamous and 

territorial gibbons. It must be noted, however, that strict

ly comparable cytogenetic data do not yet exist for the 

gibbons. 

There are and may always be taxa to be karyotyped 

and phylogenies to be ascertained with greater degrees of 

refinement. But I hope to hav·e shown here that the horizons 

of primate cytogenetics are broadened by a shift in emphasis 

towards the investigation of evolutionary processes, which 

is to say, towards population thinking. Moreover, if we can 

gain a more comprehensive understanding of the overall evo

lutionary process through the intensive investigation of our 

primate order, we may be able to transcend the "new physical 

anthropology" - to generate our own hypotheses and research 

paradigms and not merely have to accept them second-hand. 
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APPENDIX A 

G-BANDED KARYOTYPES OF CHIMPANZEE SAMPLE 
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Figure 12. G-banded karyotype of PFA 1036. 
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APPENDIX B 

PRIMATE CLASSIFICATION 

Sources: Napier and Napier, 1969 

Simpson, 1945 

Schwartz, Tattersall and Eldredge, 1978 

Order Primates Linnaeus, 1958 

Suborder Prosimii I11iger, 1811 

Infraorder Lemuriformes 

Infraorder Lorisiformes 

Infraorder Tarsiiformes 

Gregory, 1915 

Gregory, 1915 

Gregory, 1915 

Suborder Anthropoidea Mivart, 1864 

Infraorder P1atyrrhini 

Superfamily Ceboidea 

E. Geoffroy, 1812 

Simpson, 1931 

Family Cebidae Swains on , 1835 

Family Ca11itrichidae Thomas 1903 

Infraorder Catarrhini E. Geoffroy, 1812 

Superfamily Cercopithecoidea 

Family Cercopithecidae 

Subfamily Co1obinae 

Simpson, 1931 

Gray, 1821 

Elliot, 1913 

Subfamily Cercopithecinae Blanford, 1888 

Tribe Cercopithecini Gray, 1821 

Tribe Papionini Burnett, 1828 

Superfamily Hominoidea Simpson, 1931 
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Family Hylobatidae Blyth, 1875 

Genus Hylobates Illiger, 1811 

Family Pongidae Elliot, 1913 

Genus Pan Oken, 1816 

Genus Gorilla I. Geoffroy, 1852 

Genus Pongo Lacepede, 1799 

Family Hominidae Gray, 1825 

Genus Homo Linnaeus, 1758 



APPENDIX C 

GENETIC RELAT lONSHIPS OF THE CHIMPANZEE SAMPLE 

Several of the chimpanzees studied were actually 

related genetically. The related chimpanzees are all from 

the Primate Foundation of Arizona sample; the seven subjects 

from the Center for Disease Control are the offspring of 14 

different parents. The relationships of the PFA chimpanzees 

are depicted in Figure 37. 

None of the major variants described in the text are 

traceable in relatives. For example, PFA 2037 had a full 

sibling and a half-sibling in this analysis, yet his dis

tinctive chromosome 15 did not appear in either relatives. 

Similarly, PFA 2044 had two paternal half-siblings in this 

analysis, yet his distinctive chromosome 22 is found in 

neither. In this case, we may hypothesize that the chro

mosome was transmitted to PFA 2044 through his mother. 

An important consequence of this degree of relation

ship in the sample, however, is to reduce from 50 the num

ber of independent haploid genomes sampled. Thus, when 

considering the frequency of the variant chromosome 19 

should be considered to be between 40 and 50 rather than 50. 

Second, of the eight individuals heterozygous for this chro

mosome, only two were related (PFA 1006 presumably 
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transmitted the chromosome to her daughter, PFA 1035). I 

consequently estimate the frequency of this variant to be 

somewhat greater than 16%, perhaps about 20%. 

The hetercchromatic p-arm of chromosome 23, which 

was found in two unrelated chimpanzees, is probably of 

slightly greater frequency than 4% by the same logic. 
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Figure 37. Genealogies of the PFA sample. 
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